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Freshman to Appeal Board’s Ruling

Central American

Programs to Benefit

By Corinne Maloney

From Federal Funds

A Board of Adjudication decided
unanimously March 1 to expel a freshman after ruling that he had raped a

HOYA Staff Writer

freshman woman

By Anne Dias
a

during Orientation

Weck in August. The case marks the first
tine a Georgetown student has pressed
charges of rape to be considered before
an adjudication board.

HOYA Staff Writer

Congress recently awarded Georgetown University a $20 million grant
for a federal program run by the University which provides foreign students
with financial aid to study at American
community colleges.
The Central American Scholarship
Program (CASP), which is run under the
auspices of Georgetown’s Center for
Immigration Policy and Refugee Assistance (CIPRA), has brought roughly
2,000 “disadvantaged students” from
Central America and Eastern Europe to
study in 42 American schools in the past
five years, according to Harold Bradley,

The male student, who has been stay-

ing at the Marriott Hotel and Conference
Center on campus since the decision,
said yesterday that he planned to appeal
the case tomorrow. The defendant said
hc was told by administrators that he
would have been asked to leave campus
by March 8 had he not appealed the
decision.
He said he was appealing the case on
the grounds of what he called “procedural crror, ‘unsupported conclusions
and new evidence.”

SJ, director of CIPRA.

Since 1985, Georgetown has received
$75.6 million to manage the scholarship
program, according to Joseph Carncy,
chief of the Latin and Central American
burcau in Statc Department’s education
office. CASP is one of several foreign
scholarship programs mandated by Congress and supervised by the Agency for
International Development (AID), a
branch of the State Department which
handles aid to developing countries.
The $20 million grant awarded to
Georgetown is the largest amount of
congressionally earmarked funds any
university received in the 1991 federal
budget. Apart from Lehigh University,

tuition, and a

approximately
students each

changer CD player he wanted to get
rid of.”
As it turned out, the only thing the
man got rid of was Rubin, but not

before he had bamboozled the
credulous undergraduate out of $190
in hard-earned school book money.
Even though Georgetown students

Freshman guard Joey Brown drives the lane against Seton Hall defenders in Sunday ’s Big East competition.
The Hoyas failed to take home the conference crown as they lost to the Pirates, 64-52.

are ranked among the smartest in the
country, there’s a sucker admitted

here every minute.
Rubin said the one-armed man,

who appeared to be in his late 40s,
claimed to have talked to Rubin’s
fricnds about Rubin’s plans to buy
clectronics equipment. “He never
mentioned any of their names, but it
really sounded like he knew some of
my friends,” he said.
Rubin, thinking opportunity was
knocking at his door, invited the
man in. But before Rubin could
question his guest’s motives, he was
treated to a lilting, sorrowful tale of
chronic unemployment, racial discrimination and poor veterans
benefits. “He kept telling me that his
right arm had been blown off by a
Viet Cong rocket attack on the
helicopter he was flying in. It was

He added, “She consented to everything that happened that night.” He said
that because she was quiet when he
See EXPULSION, p. 3

ganization.”
:
Other tickets supported the continuation of GUSA as an active organization
and pushed for a greater role in representing “real” student concerns. “We're
everyday students trying to solve
everyday problems,” said presidential
hopeful Bat Seymour (CAS ’92).
Seymour and other candidates said
GUSA had failed to address issues that

University Student

GUSA,

up front. “We finally agreed on
$300 for a disc player, a VHS and a

He Swindled Students Out of Cash
By Telling Tales of Cheap Stereo Parts

19-inch color TV,” Rubin said. “But

And Disappearing Into Thin Air
pretty believable; how else would
someconc lose their entire arm at the
shoulder? I felt kind of sorry for
him.”
Meanwhile, Rubin’s girlfriend
Molly Bondhus (CAS *93) ran back
to her investment property to tell all
her roommates about the “incredible
deals” that had just been made available.
“While she was gone, we hung
out on the couch and rapped for a
while,” Rubin said. “His biggest

gripe was that white people in the
street always looked at him like a
criminal. He told me he thought
these ‘white folks’ were hypocrites
because they were afraid of him but
always willing to buy ‘merchandise.” Now that I think about it, I

guess he was talking to me, about
me.”
The one-armed bandit’s scam was
simple. He started out by tantalizing
Rubin with discount prices and then
quickly asked for half of the money

before Molly came back, he asked
me to follow him to the little gas station at the bottom of The Exorcist
steps.”
The man told Rubin to
wait there while he talked to his contact. “He went in and talked to the
clerk behind the counter. It looked
like he was getting dircctions. Then
he came out and told me we had to
£0 to a shop on Wisconsin Avenue.”
The man explained that he had to
give Rubin’s front money to his
“boss” before they could get the
truck where his goods were stashed.
When they arrived at the Wisconsin Ave. shop, Rubin was told to
wait outside. “His ‘boss’ didn’t want
anyone to see what he looked like,”

which he termed a “lifeless or-

most concerned students, such as con-

dom sales on campus and the
adjudication of off-campus students.
“We have to define when a student is
and isn’t representing Georgetown
University,” said candidate Alci OrtizFerrari (SBA ’92) who addressed
adjudication of off-campus students and
the need for lower university housing

See FORUM, p. 3

he said. “So, I waited for about five

minutes, keeping an eye on the door,
before I went in to see what was
wrong.”
Rubin entered the establishment
only to find that the man
had somehow disappeared. “I asked
the guys behind the counter where
he was, but they said they didn’t

know. He must have ducked out the
back somehow.
“I got a hold of a cop to file a
report, but he just laughed at me.”
Rubin
said
he
then
notified Georgetown’s Department
of Public Safety (DPS), but campus
police officers postponed an appointment to interview him about six
‘times. Rubin added that he was told
by campus police that a sketch of
the suspect based on Rubin’s
description would be circulated
throughout the campus, but it never
was.
Rubin described the thief as a
See THIEF, p. 3

Everywomen’s Center
Opens in New South

INSIDE
Opponents of a homeless shelter in
Ward 3 gathered Sunday to voice
their anger at the Dixon administration.
News, p. 3

By Sarah Bowen

HOYA Staff Writer
Organizers of the Everywomen’s Center gathered outside their cramped but
cozy quarters on the ground floor of
New South Friday to celebrate the official opening of the facility after two
years of planning.
The center will primarily serve as a
referral service for students, according
to Cynthia Lazo (SLL ’91), co-founder
of the center. The center will distribute
information concerning rape, violence

The Platforms of the seven tickets
in the race for the GUSA executive.

Viewpoint, p. 5

By George! The polo club at Geor-

getown is making great strides.
Features, p. 7
Tony Braithwaite (CAS ’93),
GU’s funniest person, has high
hopes of life on Broadway.
Features, p. 7

Ios

The tournament pairings for the
road to the NCAA Final Four.
Sports, p. 12

he had a girlfriend at another school.

Despite a sparse turnout of interested
students and campaign supporters, candidates for president and vice president

The Case of The One-Armed Bandit

TV, the stereo VHS, and the five-

said yesterday. He said that he eventually decided to stop his advances because

“The best voice of the student body is

By Reed Alex Martin
HOYA Staff Writer

hand over their cash before they get
to sce the goods, and they invariably
get swindled.
“That’s exactly how it happened
to me,” said Phil Rubin (SFS 92).
“This one-armed black man showed
up at my door last September — I’m
not kidding, the guy only had one
arm — and told me about the color

did not result in sexual intercourse,” he

the students themselves,” said presidential candidate John Knapp (CAS ’93),
who called for the dissolution of the
student association. He said he favored

John Toolan/ The

See CASP, p. 3

They believe everything they

The defendant, however, had another

account of the events that night. “There
were sexual relations that night, but they

attended the forum.

scas director. CASP guidclines stipulate
that applicants must come mainly from

hear, they fall for sob stories, they

then, according to the woman, that she
was raped.
The woman said that she let the defendant kiss her, but she said she told him
that she did not want to have sexual
intercourse with him and tried to dissuade him as he became more forceful.

campus media and the 50 students who

American students to study in the U.S.,
said Elizabeth Robinson, CASP over-

property.

room to go to the Leavey Center. It was

complete independence for student
clubs and organizations in lieu of

Association (GUSA) presented their
platforms last night in Leavey Commons and offered solutions to the
problems from which the student association has suffered this year.
The scven presidential tickets were
given the opportunity to outline their
campaign platforms in three-minute
speeches, followed by questions from

other federally
bring Central

Georgetown students just don’t
know a thing about buying stolen

was raped by the
were drinking in
room with two
point during the
studenis left the

By Anne Pierson and Brian Wheeler
HOYA Staff Writers

of the Georgetown

colleges and universities received grants
under $5 million, according to a recent
survey in the Chronicle of Higher
Education.
The federal grant will continue to
$150 monthly stipend for
550 Central American
year, said Bradley.
CASP is different from
funded programs which

The woman said she
defendant after the two
a freshman dormitory
other students. At one
night, the two other

GUSA Candidates
Square off at Forum

which received $19 million, most other

finance room and board,

March 12, 1991.

Student Expelled
On Rape Charges

Up, Up and Away

$20 Million

en

For

in
relationships,
pregnancy,
homosexuality, race relations, AIDS

and eating disorders, among other issues, Lazo said.

Twenty-five staff members have been
trained to direct students to area

facilities that can help them, Lazo said.
Training included two days of sessions,
which featured representatives from the
D.C. Rape Crisis Center, Georgetown’s
Student Health and Counseling centers
and other organizations.
“As far as the training goes I think it
was very thorough,” said Julie Mikuta
(CAS °91). “We know how to deal with
any sort of crisis that comes up.”
Organizers said they would be very
carcful not to take a position in the abortion debate. The center, however, will

provide pregnant women with a list of
city services that includes the Nurturing
Network

and Planned

Parenthood,

ac-

cording to Lazo.
The Nurturing Network is a support
group for mothers who have decided to
See CENTER, p. 2

Sarah George/ The HOYA

Carrie Tracy (SES ’91), Sonya Khubchandani (SES ’92), Julie Mikuta (CAS
’91) and Jenny Lockwood (SES ’91) are members of the Everywomen’s Cen-

ter, which recently opened in New South.
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FROM

OTHER CAMPUSES

USF Agrees to Fund Gay Student Group
By Caleb Goddard
Special to The HOYA
After approving a new policy on
speech and expression last year, the
Jesuit-run University of San Francisco (USF), has agreed to fund a
homosexual student group on campus.
According to Cindy Hohley-Duncan, assistant vice president for student development at USF, Identity is
the first controversial student organization to be chartered under the

proved, the group can apply for funds
by submitting a budget to the
school’s

Co-Curricular

Board,

a

body similar to Georgetown’s Student Activities Commission.
The Freedom of Expression Policy
came into existence last year at USF
after an abortion-rights group at the
university’s law school threatened to
sue the university. In response to the
threat, a task force of students and
faculty convened to solve the crisis,

and eventually
policy.

drafted

the new

such as Identity, can receive funding

from the university.
According to Peter Saari, student

body president, a club receives a
charter by submitting a constitution,
amember list and a list of the group’s
executives. Once it has been ap-

“It is important to have freedom of
expression on this campus of ours, in
acity like ours,” Taylor said. “It’s not
like we’re in the middle of Iowa.”
The constitution of the new group,
Identity, quotes a 1976 document
from the National Council of
Catholic

Bishops,

stating:

“Homosexuals have a right to
respect, friendship, and justice, and
should have an active role in a Christian community.”
With the establishment of the
Freedom of Expression Policy and
the homosexual rights group, other
controversial groups have begun to
register with USF. According to
Hohley-Duncan, the abortion-rights
group has registered with the univer-

New South Office to Serve as Referral Service, Support Network

sity, but has not yet sought university
funding.
Taylor said he doubted that any
racist or sexist groups would form as
a result of the new policy. “Our
university does not attract those
kinds of people,” he said.
Junior Matthew Cartwright, president of Identity, said the goals of the
club were “to provide a sale cnvironment for gays, lesbians, and
bisexuals to explore issues and gain
a stronger sense of identity.”
According to Cartwright, despite
the controversial nature of his group,
not many students have openly opposed the chartering.
“Negatives haven’t really come
against Identity, but [they have
come] against my roommate,
myself, and other openly gay people
on campus,” Cartwright said.
Cartwright attributed the backlash,
however, to his own high visibility.
“If T want to wear a dress to class,

then Pll wear a dress to class,” he
said.
He added that the organization
“was not formed with the purpose to
exclude heterosexuals.” Identity
boasts about 30 members, about one
third of whom are heterosexual,

Cartwright said.

CENTER, from p. 1
carry their children to term. Planned
Parenthood, among its many services,
offers abortion counseling.
Renee DeVigne, associate dean of student affairs, who acted as a liaison

between the group and the university,
said she did not think the referral list
contradicted the ideals of the university.
The center, De Vigne said, “would never
undermine the university . . . in promoting an organization the university would
not support.”
As is the policy with Student Health
Services, DeVigne said, the new center

may not itself recommend any abortion
services.
Another issue that organizers said they
hoped to tackle was the frequent problem of eating disorders at Georgetown.
“So many women that I know on campus [have an eating disorder],” said Andi
Clark-Ciganek (SFS ’94), who is
recovering from anorexia. ClarkCiganek said she had been attending
weekly meetings of an eating disorder
support group, which was led by
Women’s Center coordinators. “For me
itreally helps to be in a discussion group,
to educate other people about [cating
disorders],” she said.

Several women said they thought the
center, which can not hold more than 20
people at one time, was too small. The

office is located in the former Georgetown Emergency Response Medical
Service Office across from the New
South Residence Hall Office.
“Some other universities have
women’s centers larger than Lauinger
[Library],” Lazo said. “The only way
we’re going to get a bigger place is to
open now with a small space and to show
there is a need [for a larger faciljty].”

‘Some other
universities have
women’s centers

larger than
Lauinger.

?? _Cynthia Lazo,

Women’s Center would expand until
“about five or six years down the road.”
“I think it is definitely too small,” said
Beth Filano (CAS ’91), a center staff
“But

hopefully

Studemt

Affairs

allocated

$5,000

to

finance start-up costs, such as office supplies, furniture and telephone fees.
The: idea for a center germinated in the
spring of 1989, after English professor
i
Stetz and group of students in
herr tutorial distributed a survey about
women’s issucs that fall.
iin the spring of 1990, organizers began
healing weekly to draw up a proposal
tor Dean of Student Affairs John J. DeGioia. Last summer, the group drew up
a budget and met every week last
semester. “We don’t know what the
budget is going to be next year,” Mikuta
said. She added, however, “We’ve been

Lazo, however, said she did not think the

member.

space.”
Organizers said they appreciated the
universiity’s help in launching the venture. “T he administration has been 150
percent supportive,” said Ann Kennedy,
the grorup’s advisor.
According to Kennedy, the Office of

we’ll

create

cnough student interest to make. the jadministration rcalize we need greater

told not to expect as much for next ycar.”
Many other colleges have full-time
employees who work in their women’s
centers, according to Mikuta. “Hopefully one day down the line we’ll have a
paid staff position,” she said. “I see so
much potential in five years.”

‘‘College Students Just Don’t Get/A
Summer Job Like This”’
J

American University Selects New President

said Edward Carr, chair of the Board

of Trustees of AU.
According to Carr, Duffey had all
the qualifications that the selection
committee had sought in a new president. He said Duffey had “a

_ distinguished record of achievement

articles published last week in The
Eagle, the AU student newspaper.
“[Duffey] will need to work to
change the students’ dissatisfaction
with the administration, including
bringing in new blood to many of the
upper-level positions,” one of the
cditorials said.

Campus Concepts publishes the most dynamic college sfudent guide today. Each year hundreds of thousands of college
students use the Unofficial Student guide. Campus Concepts
is looking for aggressive, motivated individuals to join pur
team in Washington D.C. as sales associates this sumnier.
A Campus Concepts sales associate soon learns a new range
of self-confidence that lasts a lifetime. Plus the summer com-

Since Berendzen’s resignation, AU
has been in a transitional phase, stu-

dents said. AU Provost Milton
Greenberg has served as interim
president since May of last year.
Johnson, however, said Greenberg’s

role could be described only as onc
of “keeping house.”
After losing a president in an embarrassing scandal played up across
the nation,

AU

was

waiting

for a

strong figure to restore the integrity
of the institution, students said.

Scveral students also said they expected Duffey to use his experience
as a fundraiser to help increase alumni donations and strengthen the
financial standing of the university.

d

pensation of $4,000 to $5,000 makes a Campus Concepts sum- |
mer just about the best internship you can find.
Campus Concepts will be at Georgetown for an information
session on Wednesday, March 13 from 7:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
in Conference Room 2, Leavey Conference Center. Interviews will be the following day in the Placement Office - room
527 Leavey.
Stop by the Placement Office and pick up gne of our
company

brochures

‘My job provided irreplacable
work experience and was financially
rewarding as well.”
Don Johnson, Campus Concepts
sales associate, University of Kentucky.

TPL

American University students and
~ administrators began to look toward
the future with optimism after the
March 1 selection of a new university
president, who many hope will lift
the school out of a year of malaise
and embarrassment.
Joseph Duffey, president of the
University of Massachusetts system,
will take the reins of American
University (AU) July 1, replacing
Richard Berendzen, who resigned
last spring after police discovered
that he had made obscenc phone calls
{rom his office at AU.
“The appointment of Joseph Duffey
commences a bright and exciting future at The American University,”

in higher cducation and other professional fields” as well as skills at
“communicating the needs and
achievements of [AU] to a wide
range of internal and external constituencics.”
The selection of a new president has
cxcited many students, according to
Robert Johnson, a representative in
the AU student government.
“Everybody was really ecstatic about
Duffey,” he said.
A key motivation for the students’
support was their active involvement
in the selection process of the president, Johnson said. Student Body
President Matt Ward and Graduate
Student Council President Marc
Masurovsky were both voting members of the search committee.
Duffey faces many challenges from
students in the months ahead. Students at AU have expressed concern
about the academic quality of the
university and issues regarding student rights and privacy.
These and other sentiments were
spelled out in several editorials and

TAN

By Marion Davis
HOYA Staff Writer
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university’s new speech and expres-

sion policy.
The new guidelines allow any
group to register with the university,
according to Mel Taylor, acting
director of university communications.
Once a new organization has been
registered with the university, it is
allowed to post fliers on campus and
“usc university facilities for group
mcctings. Groups that arc then
chartered by the student government,

GU Opens Women’s Center
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Congress

Residents Oppose Area

Grants GU

Mayor Chooses Ward-3 Recreation Center to House Homeless

$20 Million

By Lee Lott
Special to The HOYA

D.C. Mayor Sharon Pratt Dixon announced plans last week to set up the
first homeless shelter in the city’s
primarily affluent Ward 3, a move that
has drawn protests from several of the
ward’s residents.
City officials said the Guy Mason
Recreational Center, a city-owned
facility used for adult classes and activities, will provide 50 beds for the
homeless nightly from 7 p.m. to 7 a.m.

CASP, from p. 1
rural areas and fall into the lowest income bracket, she said. In addition, at

least 50 percent of the students accept
must be women.
Unlike most federally funded
programs which send students to fouryear institutions, CASP places students
in community colleges. At community
colleges, Robinson said, students could
learn the technical skills that were most
needed in their country. A CASP
brochure indicates that the students are
taught a variety of subjects from
electronics and computer repair to small
business management.
It was Bradley’s idea to use community colleges rather than four-year

The center, located on the corner of Cal-

vert Street and Wisconsin Ave. is
located just two miles north of Georgetown University.
The recreation center was chosen after
city administrators dropped a proposal
last week to locate the shelter in a building behind the 2nd district police station
on Idaho Avenue, according to Beth Hilton,

i

el

universities, Robinson said. In 1985, the

Reagan-appointed National Bi-Partisan
Commission on Central America— also
known as the Kissinger Commission —
recommended that the U.S. bring over a
certain number of Central American students to study in the United States. The
Kissinger Commission report said the
Soviet Union provided scholarships for
many Central American students, and
the U.S. should do the same.
“Father Bradley had testified in front
of Congress numerous times” and was
well known on Capitol Hill as an expert
on the subject, said Robinson.
He suggested informally to Senator
Bob Kasten (R-Wisc.), the ranking
Republican on the Senate Appropriations Subcommittee for Foreign Operations, that Georgetown could manage
the Peace Scholarship Program for
much less money than AID cstimated it
would cost the agency, according to an
article in the Jan. 24, 1990 Chronicle of

Higher Education.

eh

ot joy

——ia

“At

the time,”

said

Bradley,

“we

recommended to Congress that it would
be appropriate to put at least some of
these students in community colleges
because community-based institutions
have as their objective to help people
who are disadvantaged.”
Bradley said he realized from his ex-

Kevin Haggard / THE HOvA

Harold Bradley, SJ, director of CIPRA, has testified before Congress as an
expert on scholarships for foreign students.

perience at the Office of International
Programs that four-year scholarships
were often inappropriate for Central
American students of. Because it takes
them so long to complete the curriculum
— one year to learn English and four
years to obtain their diploma — these
students often become discouraged and
fail to complete the program successfully, according to Bradley.
Since the program began in 1985,
CASP has expanded substantially. In
1985, the program began with $2 million, and 76 students were brought over
tothe U.S., said Maria Guerrera, director
of finances at CASP. In 1990, she added,

CASP provided aid to 556 students with
a grant of $20 million.
CASP has also extended its program
beyond Central America and adjusted its
activities to the needs of the current international situation. In the 1991 budget,

Congress requested that out of the $20
million dollars carmarked for Georgetown, $3 million be used to train East

European students in the modernization
and privatization of agriculture.
“We went to the leadership of Rural

Solidarity [in Poland] . . . They were
very excited about the idea and helped
us pick young people for their organization,” said Bradley. He added that last
year, a total of 45 Poles and 15 Hungarians were trained in American community colleges under this program.
Political change in Central America
has also had an impact on the structure
and scope of CASP programs. “This
year’s congressional earmark included a
special program for Nicaragua” said
Robinson.

“Until

recently,”

she

said,

“Nicaragua was prohibited from recciving any forcign aid because of the
Reagan administration’s economic
sanctions.”
Despite substantial increases in congressional funding, Bradley said he did
not plan to expand the program further.
Carney added that “AID and Georgetown had signed a cooperative agreement
sctting
the
cciling
al
approximalcly $15 million for a two
year period.”
According
to Bradley, “there is a point
where if you expand it any more it becomes less efficient.”

GU Student Expelled for Rape
Adjudication Board Finds Freshman Guilty of August Incident

administrative

assistant

to D.C.

Council member Jim Nathanson (DWard 3).
Activitics in the Guy Mason Center are
expected to continue despite the addition of the 50-bed shelter. Area
residents,

however,

have

opposed

the

Dixon plan, arguing that the shelter
would disrupt the center’s activities as
well as discourage children from playing in the park located next to the
facility.

——
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decided to confront the man with the

She said that when she was finally able
to free herself from him, she pushed him
away and ran out of the room. During
and immediately after the incident, she

tending a dance
getown woman,
concerned for his
The defendant

| mr
dl
le
ST
i

what had happened, she said she tried to

proceed with her life in an attempt to
forget the incident.
At the end of October, however, she
issue. The freshman,

said, she blocked the occurrence out of
her mind. “I was numb and bewildered,”

she said.
According to her account, she walked
back into the room later that night to find

ln
——

mentioned the incident to anybody, she
said.
Resolving not to tell anyone else about

stopped, he thought she wanted to continue physical contact.
:
The woman said that her efforts to
change the defendant’s mind were futile.
She said that throughout the rape, she
was very confused and said to hersclf,
“No, this isn’t happening to me.”

ae

oe

EXPULSION, from p. 1

both the man and her friends, who had
returned from the Leavey Center.

She said that she tried to act as though
she were intoxicated in an effort to deny
the the incident. The defendant said he
also thought she was intoxicated.
The evening ended as the woman and
the other two students decided to go for
a walk. The defendant said he attended
a freshman orientation activity instead
- of accompanying his friends.
The day after the incident, the Class of
1994 gathered for a safety meeting in
Gaston Hall. After the meeting, the
woman and her roommate were discussing the topic of rape, one of the issues
- addressed at the meeting. She then told
her roommate she had been raped the
night before. It was the first time she had

she said, was at-

with another Georand she’ said she was
date’s safety.
said yesterday that at

the time he was confronted, he denied

the woman’s accusation. According to
his account, he told her that if he had

raped her, he would “at least have the
integrity to admit it.”
According

to her account,

however,

the man told her that he had blacked out
the night of the incident after he had
been drinking, and that he did not
remember the events of the time they
spent together.
In January,

the woman

resolved

to

bring her case to the attention of Laura
Minor, director of adjudication and conduct.
According to the student, Minor listened to her story and decided that in
order to protect her, Minor would help
her press charges against the man; she
also decided that the woman should testify in her own case.
An

Adjudication

Board

was

called

together for a hearing Feb. 28 in which
several students and family members
served as “witnesses” for both sides.
The details of the hearing, however, as

According to the defendant, the board

charged him with sexual assault and
“imposed full expulsion and excommunication from the university” on him.
The woman said that she decided not
to bring her case to D.C. Metro

Police

because an administrator told her that
there was not enough physical evidence
for the freshman to be found guilty by a
district court.
In addition, the female student said she

felt pity for her assailant, acknowledging that although he was intelligent,
.he had a drinking problem and needed
help, she said.
The defendant, however, said that he

wished that the woman had gone to the
police the night of the incident. He questioned the role of the university in the
case. “How could any case as serious as
rape be handled in anything less than
legal surroundings?”
The female freshman offered some
words of advice to women who had been
attacked: “Although it’s along and painful process, revealing the incident not
only helps you to come to terms with it,
but it is also a measure to protect the
community.”
Associate Dean of Student Affairs
Renee DeVigne, who many of the witnesses said played a significant role in
the adjudication process, said yesterday
she was bound by federal law not to

comment
on specific cases regarding adjudication.
:
Minor was unavailable for comment.

Osburn said, “The children are afraid of

them. I’m afraid of them.”
About 200 opponents of the shelter
gathered Sunday at a rally near the
recreation center, shouting slogans of
“Save Guy Mason!”
Area residents, center employees and
local politicians spoke at the event.
Nathanson, the Ward 3 council member,

spoke amid occasional boos for his
lukewarm stance on the issue. “I don’t
push the button . . . I don’t make the
decision,” Nathanson explained to the
protestors.

The
crowd,

council

member

promised

however, that Guy

Mason

the
ac-

tivities would not be interrupted by the
presence of a shelter.
Joel Odum, « coordinator of one of the

more vocal citizens’ groups on the issue,
told the crowd, “Putting pcople temporarily in the Guv Mason Center is not
going to solve [the problem oi the homeless] . .. You can’t just warehouse these
people.”
. ihe search for a Ward 3 site stemmed
‘from a D.C. court order that divided

Washington into four zones and mandated the construction of 50-person
shelter in any zone in which shelters had
reached 95-percent capacity.
According to Larry Brown, assistant to

the director of the D.C. Department of
Human

Services, Wards 2 and 3 com-

prise one of the four city zones, and a
Ward 2 shelter in Foggy Bottom recent-

ly reached the 95-percent limit.

|

Lawyers attempting to block the shelter
at Guy Mason are citing statutes that the
city has allegedly overlooked, according
to Hilton, who is Nathanson’s assistant.

She said attorneys have claimed that the
city overlooked recent legislation that
required a 30-day notification of citizens
before establishing such a public
facility.
Lawyers also argue that the court order
mandating the shelter has no basis, be-

cause the D.C. law on which it was
originally founded has since been
repealed. The law, passed in 1984, stated
that all homeless in the District must be
provided with shelter.
‘At Sunday’s

rally,

Nathanson

argument was a strong one.

By Patrick Lord
HOYA Staff Writer

The Georgetown University Student
Association (GUSA) sponsored a town
meeting in White-Gravenor last night to
address growing friction between students living off-campus and residents of
Georgetown, Burleith and other communitics near the university.
Although organizers of the meeting
said over 1,000 letters announcing the
meeting were mailed to students and
community residents, only about 10 students and 20 area residents attended the

John Toolan/ The HOYA

John Scarborough and Michael Lesperance participate at last night’s forum.

dents had interrupted “neighborhood
peace” with overcrowded parties’ and
under-age drinking.
At lcast cight pcople raised their hands
when they were asked if students had
urinated or vomited on their properties:
Students attending the meeting said
residents in the neighborhoods surrounding Georgetown were unusually
hostile to students. Andrew McDonnell

In the opening remarks of the meeting,
GUSA representative John Scarborough
' (CAS 93), organizer of ‘the forum, said’
he hoped the meeting could help the
“tension building up between students
and area residents.”
Scarborough read a list of goals for the
meeting, which included finding solu- (CAS 93), who lives in Burleith, comtions to community problems and plained that neighbors were being
“lopening] doors to increased com- unreasonable in many of their demands.
munications.”
“In terms of hypersensitivity, Burleith is
A majority of the neighbors attending on the edge,” McDonnell said.
the meeting complained about the noise
Scott Came (CAS 93), said many arca
level of off-campus students’ parties. residents refused to compromise with
Neighbors also said that for years stu- students. Came said Georgetown’s ad-

judication process for settling
off-campus disputes was biased against
students and was responsible for tension
in the neighborhoods.
Donna DiGiacomo, Georgetown’s
director of off-campus affairs, said her
office was created to help case conflicts
between neighbors and students, but she
said solving off-campus problems took
a great deal of effort. “The problems did
not develop overnight and they will not
be solved overnight.”

Neighbors asked students attending the
discussion why more students did not

attend the meeting. In addition, com-

munity members were critical of GUSA
for not doing enough to get student participation in community forums.

GUSA Candidates Debate Issues
FORUM,

from p. 1

rates.

Some tickets placed emphasis on increasing student input into GUSA
through such groups as the Yard, a coalition of leaders of student clubs that met
only twice this year.
Paul Pomeroy (SBA ’92), who is running for president after serving this ycar
as chair of the GUSA assembly, said he
and his running mate John Scarborough
(CAS ’93) would make GUSA accessible to “a diverse student body.”
Pomeroy said that he and Scarborough,
who was a sophmore representative this
year, also intended to focus their integration efforts through the Yard.

Candidate Michelle Ashby (SFS *92)
and running mate Scott Came (CAS 93)

drew

thc

most

questions

from

the

audience in the question-answer period
after the speeches. Ashby focused upon
her achievements as head of the Student
Affairs Policy Commission, a committee under GUSA, which included work

with the GU Bookshop and Marriott corporation.
.
Most of the candidates said GUSA had
been

hampered

by

internal

squabbles

and politicking this year which led to
feuding between GUSA President
David Nasatir (CAS ’91) and the assembly. “GUSA needs to get back to the
basics and remember what it is and who
it works for,” Pomeroy said.
Candidates such as Phil Rubin (SFS
’92) advocated a more dynamic role for
the assembly and for GUSA members.
“Qur platform is action-oriented,” he

said, adding that he and his running mate

Phil Leavy (CAS ’92), distributed condoms in ICC Red Square Friday. “We
have predetermined actions that we
want to implement.”
Not all seven candidates expressed a
serious approach to running GUSA.
Candidate Brian Lerner (CAS °92) admitted that his candidacy was not
serious but said he felt GUSA was “a
little stuffy.”
Perennial GUSA candidate Norm “the
Student Manager” Kelsey (CAS 91)
also made an impromptu appearance at
the forum, announcing his mock-scrious
candidacy for office and exclaiming: “I
have the most experience doing nothing
here.” Kelsey has proposed annexing
Burleith to the university as a part of his
platform.

One-Armed Bandit Swindles Georgetown Students
THIEF, from p. 1
black male, between 5-foot-8 and 5foot-10, unshaven, with a slight
build and one arm.
Three months later, he returned to

strike again.
Ironically, the home he decided to
target, located across the street from
Lauinger Library, belonged to
Bondhus, Rubin’s girlfriend. “We
were all just sitting around watching
TV,” Bondhus said, “when he came

up to our door and opened it.
“Phil was there and as soon as he
recognized who it was he yelled,
‘Call the cops!’ and the one-armed
guy turned around and ran,” she
said. “If we had been smart, we
would have invited him in, listened

to his pitch, and then called campus
security. We weren’t smart.”
Rubin, yelling all the while, gave
chase while Bondhus phoned for
help. “I didn’t get too close to him

because I thought he might have had
a gun or something,” Rubin said.
“As we ran past The Tombs, I asked
the valets to help me catch him, but
before we could, he jumped in a
truck that was parked outside and
screeched off.”
D.C. Metro Police arrived just a
minute too late.
According to DPS Sergeant
Sclena Piper, Rubin filed a report
with DPS, but not until Nov. 28,

after the second incident.
Piper said Rubin’s report indicated that during the first incident,
the man knocked on Rubin’s door,
asked to use his bathroom,

grabbed

his wallet (containing

$190) and dashed out the door.

According to Piper, there was no
mention of a sale of stolen property.
Rubin said he did not tell DPS
about the details of the stereo scam
because he “didn’t want a lecture on
how stupid” he had been.

Piper said that partly based on
Rubin’s testimony, DPS had determined that the cvent was an “iso-

and speakers that he had to get rid of
at ridiculously low prices.”

lated incident,” which was one of

Roberts and his roommates were
immediately intrigued and began to
grill the mysterious salesman with
various questions regarding models

the reasons why the sketch of the
suspect was never circulated.
However, Rubin isn’t the only

student to have been hoodwinked by the “one-armed bandit.”
Ted Roberts (SES 90), formerly a
resident of Henle, said he was also

duped. “The guy showed up at our
door puffing a cigarette and drinking
wine from a small, round Tupperware container,” he said. “It was

11:30 p.m. and my roommates and I
were all sitting around watching TV
when he came in and asked ‘who ordered the DJ equipment?’ He said
his name was ‘Ricky.’
“He said he had gotten my name
from a friend of mine at the radio
station, but he refused to say exactly
who he had talked to. Then he said
he had a whole bunch of turntables

lent

credence to the lawyers’ arguments.
“The Post is doing a number on you,” he
said, referring to recent Washington
Post reports that the 1984 law has only:
been repealed in recent days. Nathanson
argued that becausc the lew was
repealed in December 1990, t’ - legal

Students,
Neighbors
Meet at GU

meeting.

well as the names of board members are
kept confidential.

“It doesn’t make sense to destroy an
ideal working program over 35-ycarsold for something [for which] the
building is ill suited,” said Sally Osburn,
who has taught art classes at Guy Mason
since the center’s founding.
Referring to the homeless people who
she said would congregate in the area,

Shelter

turous and take a risk.”
Roberts said he and one roommate
went to the Riggs machine by the
Ryan Administration building and
took out $200 each, the maximum

daily withdrawal amount. They then
set out on a fruitless quest for hot
stuff.

““If it sounds too

good to be true, it
usually is.”’
--Anthony Zovosky
and makes. “He was talking about
selling us top-of-the-line Bose 901

speakers for only $250 a pair and
Sony STRAV 1000 amplificrs for
only $150,” he said. “We figured
that [he] must have had a friend who
was a disgruntled cmployce at Circuit City. So we decided to be adven-

“He told my roommate to wait for
us at the bottom of The Exorcist
steps while we went to give the cash
to a third guy,” said Roberts. “I went
with him and ended up at the ‘Little
Tavern’ over on Wisconsin. He said
I should wait inside and keep a
lookout for police while he went to
get the stuff — and that was it, he
never came back. I went out to look
for him, but he had just faded into
the darkness.”
Roberts and his roommate never
told the police, preferring instead to
“chalk it up to experience.” However, Anthony Zavosky, a detective

with the D.C. Check and Fraud

Division, said Roberts’ response
was the reason most swindlers
remain on the streets.
“Most people are usually too embarrassed to file a report,” he said.
“I’ve wanted to nab this one-armed
guy for a while but so far no onc has

come in to give me a full description.
“We’ve heard that this guy has
also been telling victims that he
drives a truck for a [stereo] distributor and that he could sell the
equipment cheap without getting
caught. One student followed the
onc-armed guy to a building in
Northeast, only to be abandoned
along the way.”
Zavosky said that gullible college
students were often targeted and
taken by smooth-talking con artists.
“People trying to get something for
nothing often get ripped-off because
they lack street-smarts,” he said.
“The bottom line is, if it sounds too
good to be true, it usually is.”
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the ultimate solution to the Assembly's
problems, John Knapp and J. Brooke
Hamilton propose to improve student

lack of experience and foresight. The
pair has a lot to learn about “realism” in
the face of university bureaucracy. The

government by dismantling GUSA altogether: assembly, executive and association. While this arguably could be

possibility exists, however, that this
- maverick ticket’s outsider status will
allow it to avoid the political mire that all

a positive enterprise, the Knapp /Hamilton administration would be a purely
negative solution. Both Knapp and
Hamilton plan to spend: next year
abroad, and thus would severely

but smothered

GUSA

demonstrates

this year. Voting

for Rubin and Leavy is undoubtedly a
risky move, but it is a calculated risk,
which could pay off in an assembly un-

hindered by past entanglements.
“Safer”
options,
such
as the
Ashby/Came or Pomeroy/Scarborough
tickets, boast more substantial experience but sink under the weight of
guilt by association — the student association.

ability

to

carry

out

what they have said they would do.
Finally, kudos to the team of Brian
Lerner and Brendan McGroarty for their
cheerful irreverence and brave vow to

make condiments widely available on
campus. But their attitude veers
dangerously from the realm of laissez-

Policy

served

assembly.

Commission,

as chair of this

However

viable

their

ideas, it is highly improbable that either
candidate would be able to walk away
from the petty politics that ruined
year's assembly.

this

Undesirable
nihilism

would

for

candidates,

be

disastrous

such
for

the

campus if contracted by the student
body at large. Now more than ever,
voting is vital for the representation of
student concerns. Student initiative on
a grassroots level will provide the first
indication whether

GUSA

will rise from

its ashes or plunge further into the abyss
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nesses of womanhood, we arc fat, that
is, bad. And, if we ask to be seen as

women,

body

(with

muscle

and fat),

absurd. We are here to be “beautiful” for

anorexic, bulimic,

you. Quiet, weak, slender, and starving.

exercise-obsessed,

soul, heart, and, most of all, mind, we are

Durkin: Let’s Discuss GU Choice
known:

I am an active member

of the

In the current debate between the ProLife and the GU Choice groups, two
matters are likely to be not sufficiently
cmphasized. They are: 1)the reasons
why the University opposes abortion,
and 2)the nature of the university’s
recent resolution of the claim to the
university recognition of the GU Choice
group (this decision is stated in a letter
of the Dean of Student Affairs).
As a member of the Jesuit Community
at Georgetown and a professor emeritus
of the History Department, I feel that I
have an obligation to make clear my
nosition on the issue. My attitude is well

pro-life group.
I also do not feel like viewing any
student on this campus as an adversary.
On the contrary, I love you all simply
because you are Georgetown students. It
is possible, however, for even good and
admirable and bright people to be what
I may be permitted to term conscientiously uninformed and misinformed.
This has happened, I believe, in the case
of some Georgetown students with
regard to the abortion issue.
Hence, I offer to meet any group on
campus, not in spirit of confrontation,
but simply to present the evidence favor-

CAHA

Georgetown Has Lost Its Faith
To the Editor:
There have been numerous occasions during my two year stay at this
University that have led me to doubt
whether it was in fact a Catholic
University. This decision by Dean DeGioia leaves me with no more doubts.
Georgetown has abandoned its
Catholic beliefs. Without funding
Hoya for Choice, there was and could
still be what Dean DeGioia called a
“free exchange of ideas” at Georgetown. I firmly believe in the right of
Hoyas for Choice to speak, but their
right to speak in no way entitles them
to funds from a University whose own

the University, and has in no way
created the “balance” between “free
ideas” and “moral traditions” which it
claims to have been seeking.
However, cven if the University
were not claiming, as Dean DeGioia

Catholic principles should have re-

education, and its recognition of a

Molly Mackin,

quired them to be opposed to the very

group whose cause has, in the past, so

SLE

principles upon which this club was
organized. By providing them with
funding, the University has compromised not only my own moral

misled

the American public. Abor-

tion, after all, is not a religious question.

values, but also the moral tradition of

the moral tradition of the Roman

Unfortunately, the abortion question does not seem to be one that can
be easily solved, and the purpose of
this letter is not to convince anyone of
the immorality of abortion. Its purposc
is to express disappointment in the
University for its lack of moral integrity. If Georgetown were really a
Catholic University, there would have

Catholic

been

does in his letter, a “commitment
Church,”

T would

to

have

to

question the relation between the
University’s attempt to promote

HOYA
Scholarships

no

controversy.
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ing the university’s position in opposition to abortion. The meeting would be
as formal or as informal as you wish. I
would, furthermore, be an implementa-

tion of the statement in the Dean of
Student Affair’s letter asking the issue
be discussed.
On two previous occasions I have made
this offer, but nobody picked it up. So
why not a presentation as here
described, conducted with mutual

respect
tinguish
setting?
Yours
Joseph

and the civility that should disa discussion in any university
in hope,
T. Durkin, S.J.

Undergraduate Students based
on financial need.
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To the Editor:
I had hoped that someone in authority

dent-run organization at this institution.
However, it is not a chapter of any national organization.
Iwas very displeased to see The HOYA
recognize Chavez’s visit, and yet fail to
correctly identify CAHA, being that we
made the initial contact in pursuing him.
‘Thank you for your time and coopera-

here, whether in the Administration or

tion.

Powell, Norman Schwarzkopf, and the

Aidee Camacho,

President of the Coalition for the Advancement of Hispanic Americans

in the student body, would have convoked a meeting to give thanks to and to
celebrate the successful conclusion of
the Gulf War.
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forces and of our allies.
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Since no one did, I ask

your indulgence to give a solitary (and I
hope not unpopular) three cheers for
George Bush, Dick Cheney, Colin

Leigh Fraiser, Viewpoint Editor
Jim Mangan, Photo Editor
Moira Fitzgibbons, Associate Editor

Sarah Bowen, News

No Celebration?

Conundrum

er

Andrea L. Clark-Ciganek (SFS *94)

of incompetence.
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am not a visual object to be held to
standards I was never consulted over. I
am at Georgetown for the same reason
you, ostensibly, are: to study, not to provide a pleasant visual atmosphere.
And so, dear author, if you find that you
cannot accept the sight of healthy and
whole women, I suggest you [ind something else to look at.

I wish to thank the author of the abovecited comment. You have proven my

THE HOYA Will be giving
Two $1,000 Scholarships to

To the editor:
This letter is to inform you that in your
March 1st HOYA issue there was an
error regarding the name of my organization.
In the news section regarding Cesar
Chavez’s visit to Georgetown, on page
4, our organization called the Coalition
for the Advancement of Hispanic
Americans (CAHA) was labeled as a
“chapter.” To my knowledge, and
SAC’s, CAHA is a fully recognized stu-

exercise, and live to be me, a subject. 1

STP

Affairs

while Pomeroy
year's

their

faire to devil-may-care.

Both Michelle Ashby and Paul Pomeroy
have been part and parcel of this year’s
GUSA disaster: Ashby was chair of the
Student

hamper

misogynist

We agree that we, as women, are mere-

ly bodies which must conform for
approval to an undernourished, underdeveloped and unhealthy ideal of
beauty. If we eat and develop breasts,
hips, and all the other natural round-

But, wait. Who are YOU to tell us what

SN

Commission

and

is beautiful or demand that we conform
to your definition? Why should we cat
or not eat to please YOU? What business
of yours is my body, my health? I cat,

SE

Activities

less, insensitive,
statement.

and body-hating sisters (or, most of the
women of Georgetown), the 15% of my
fellow anorexics who succeed in starving themselves to death, and me correct
in our pain, disease, and beliefs.

TT

student clubs or committees limits them
to generalization: for example, they support increased funding of small varsity
sports without articulating the source of
such funds.
Promoting themselves as

To the Editor:
Recently, a comment submitted to
Marriott’s dining service appeared on
the bulletin board of New South
Cafeteria, requesting that Georgetown
Dining modify their meal plan. According to the author, the fare currently
offered is causing the female first-year
students of Georgetown University to
cxcced what the writer considers appropriate sizes. I feel that a public
response must be made to this thought-

TT
a TT
Ts

Similarly, the Bat Seymour/Tom Roddis ticket raises important questions
without supplying realistic answers. The
team’s lack of previous involvement in

Thanks for Your Unhealthy Ideals

I

of

NS

understanding

IV

simplistic

WR

clusion of a condom with its campaign
literature could be construed as an attention-seeking gimmick, their emphasis on the issue will force the
university to defend and articulate its
refusal to allow condom sales on campus.
Some of Rubin and Leavy's suggestions
- are of dubious merit: a plan to create a
student “bail fund” through the Student

somewhat

SN

Bookshop

a

Due April 5
at 5:00 pm
421 Leavey

NE

the

reveals

NE

breaking

integration,

:

NG SN

the issue.

for

minority

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

they

AN

plan

create

a solution on which

RL

do elaborate, the use of programming to

SOF

Furthermore,

like “Jesuit Relations;” a demand that
DPS focus more on student protection
than student control; and a four-point

WO

endeavors instead of general functions

SO

mittees be restructured to more specific

students and creating a powerful “student-faculty-alumni coalition” are all
worthy goals, they are not original, and
the means of attaining them are
presented only in the vaguest of terms.

monopoly. Moreover, while the pair’s ini

competitive campus housing, revamping
adjudication procedures for off-campus

RE GE

err tuite

realm of GUSA rhetoric, the pair brings
both a fresh perspective and a concrete
agenda to the discourse.
The solid planks of their platform include: the suggestion that GUSA com-

WER

option for GUSA’s shaky future. Aiming
at issues rarely addressed within the

WP

their unorthodox style, the team of Phil
Rubin and Phil Leavy present the best

forum for student concerns and means
of communication between student
groups.
The team of Alci Ortiz-Ferrari and Maggie Reichard demonstrates similar competence in pointing out crucial issues for
consideration, but falls short of offering
coherent solutions.
While ensuring the construction of

a TT

of —

I

nize the need to revitalize the Yard as a

a far more fundamental issue: the continued existence and role of GUSA on
campus.
because

ETN

GUSA's future. Both candidates recog-

cerns, this year's debate has addressed

or perhaps

tion over the unhealthy notion of
“integration,” while Pomeroy perceives
better than most candidates the importance of next year’s assembly efficacy to

NS

outsiders

and longtime members alike. While previous GUSA presidential elections have
revolved around a few key student con-

—

eventual
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weakened by last year’s low voter turnout, the assembly's infighting drew

Despite

the

———

finds itself in a state of crisis. Already

disinterested

from

er—— LL

Georgetown’s student assembly

from

of attention

winner of the race. Ashby correctly asserts the desirability of minority interac-

accomplishments,

national or ethnic origin.
©1991. THE HOYA, Georgetown University Twice Weekly. No part of this publication may be used without
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Both tickets do, however, offer insights

fter a year in which internal dissent overshadowed productive

criticism
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We,

Brian Lerner and Brendan

Groarty, humbly

Mc-

submit ourselves to

—

you, the concerned Georgetown student,

Our ticket represents the best possible
combination of experience and leadership, both of which are necessary to

prove that we as students are gelling
what we pay for.

bring GUSA out of its current crisis and

e Minorities are insufficiently represented, especially in voicing their concerns to the administration. We pledge
to establish a prominent voice for
minorities on campus.
:

. into a new era of productivity and service to the students of Georgetown. Our
campaign slogan,“We know the
problems, we’ve got the solutions,”
stresses our position. With our experience and vision, we will address the

following issues:
* Funding for student activities is on the
rise,

but

there

is still

insufficient

money for all groups who want it. We
pledge to continue an emphasis on increased funding.
* Costs at Georgetown are too high. We
believe there are ways to lower fees in
the realms

of tuition,

housing,

mcal

plans, and books. We pledgé to pressure the neccessary administrators to

rights.

These points indicate that our ticket has
a solid, ambitious, and realistic vision.
And, just as important, we have the

means to translate that vision into practice. We both have served as student
Icaders since our first days at Georgetown and have dealt regularly with the
administrators, alumni and other student
leaders with whom we will have to in-

* GUSA as it stands is unresponsive to
student needs. We pledge to revitalize
the Yard (which consists of student

teract regularly as GUSA executive
officers. Yet we’re not so entrenched in
GUSA that we don’t realize the important changes that need to take place now.

club leaders), GUSA committees, and

academic councils, enhancing their
ability to work together to solve
problems.

No other ticket can make such a claim.

for your approval. We have been facing
quite a dilemma about exactly how to
conduct this campaign. We’ve thought
of the issues: housing, the validity of
GUSA, adjudication, the game on Sunday, etc. We then asked ourselves why
we were running this campaign. “Because we need something for our
resumes, so we can get a job.” Oh.
“Well,” we followed up, should we be

honest or dishonest when running our
campaign?" “Dishonest, dammit.”
“What should we say?” “Why not say
what everyone else says? If we’re convincing, cnough pcople will think that
we care about what we say, and we’ll
have a winner!” Hence, as follows, our

platform.
As

The bottom line — our ticket has the
best combination of vision and cxperience of any ticket running. Please
give us the opportunity to serve you as
you deserve to be served by giving us
your vote March 19.

* Students’ rights and opinions are too
often ignored. We pledge to use connections we’ve already established to
communicate gricvances with administrators. W¢ also pledge ‘to
safeguard off-campus residents’

far

!
as we

can

tcll,

GUSA

has

problems. Mostly personality conflicts.
It seems like everyone has their own
ideas on how things should be run and
which issues should get the most weight.
The inhouse squabbling'runs from top to
bottom. Another year of this intolerable

behavior will mean that the student
body’s voice will grow even more mute.
The greatest dilemma facing GUSA this
upcoming year is not rising tuition costs,
the issue of condoms,

that would seriously cripple our objectivity.

Perhaps this way the average student
won’t feel intimidated by the tyrannical

abortion rights,

rule of the GUSA leaders, but rather will

housing or the environment. The
greatest dilemma is GUSA. Leadership
is needed to heal some of the damage
instilled to the student government this
year.
The President and Vice President of
GUSA usually fight with other members
in order to change school policy to
match their ideals. This selfish attitude

believe that maybe, just maybe, some
changes can be made. Remember:

must go. What Brendan and I propose is

a sort of “hands-off” leadership. What
this means is that as president, my only
role would be to serve as liaison between
the student body and the school administration. Brendan would act as the
leader of the assembly, helping the different representatives arrive at a
consensus opinion.
As for specific issues, we don’t have
any! That will be left for the many committees to decide. Brendan and I think it
very important to avoid actually getting
too involved in the political process as

you’re not voting for us, you’re voting

for your grandchildren!
Now we’d better make some campaign
promises, since all the other candidates
are

doing

it. Promise

#1:

If we

arc

elected, Georgetown will win the
NCAA Tournament. Bet on it. Promise
#2: To resolve an issue that concerns all
Georgetown students in this day and
age, we guarantee condiments will be
made available on campus. Promise #3:
We promise not to mention the Corp
once during the whole campaign.
Promise #4: Chuck Burgess will get a
haircut. Promise #5: We promise to be
active in the yard. (i.e. mow

it, weed it,

fertilize it.)
Just remember; a vote for us is fiot a vole
for someone. else.

ig

:

Phil Rubin/ Phil Leavy

John Knapp/J. Brooke Hamilton
John Knapp and J. Brooke Hamilton
say, “Let’s dismantle GUSA!”
We say that student government is
students, individually or in groups, participating in the community. At this
level of involvement, we find vitality.
Just because students don’t take part in
GUSA doesn’t mean that they are
apathetic. It just means that there is
something wrong with GUSA.
So, what is wrong with GUSA? Esscntially, GUSA is a black hole of ideas and
energy. With no driving purpose, GUSA
becomes

a council

of reactionaries,

waiting around for activist groups to
take the lead, at which point it only
provides hoops through which they are
supposed to jump.
Clearly, we must dismantle GUSA!

If

independent groups are the strength of
student government, the only way they
will get stronger is if they have no
central body distracting attention from
real concerns with their political games.
Eliminate GUSA and independent
groups with the most concerned students
will lead in these issues. We'll have true
participatory democracy, of which students can partake as much as they like.

In our campaign for the positions of
GUSA president and vice-president, we
have chosen to address issues which
directly concern the well-being of the
entire student body.
First, we

see an acute need

for the

university to provide more information
about where our ever-increasing tuition
is going and what it is being used for.
Second, we plan to take issue with a
contradictory housing policy that tries to
keep students on campus but intends to
charge us exorbitant rates. Third, we will
seek to improve student health care.
Fourth, while we support as much funding as possible for student organizations,
we feel that small varsity sports and club
sports have not received the funding
they deserve.
To illustrate our first point, a letter-tothe editor in the March 5 Hoya
announced that Main Campus Finance
Officer Mel Bell will be sending us all a
letter detailing where our tuition dollars
are going. While we applaud the work
of this year’s GUSA members for their
accomplishment, we see it more as a first
step in filling an information void. A
suitable next step would be, for example,
printing in student newspapers all DPS

We will also elevate the status of independent groups.

Many student groups are already independent, hence, their vigor. But since
they are not seen as “official,” the
powers that be do not respect them as
they should. Without GUSA as a central
intermediary, the administration will
have no choice but to have direct
relationships with the students most
concerned.
And for those student groups which are
not independent from GUSA’s yoke, we
believe that they would be much better
off if they were so. Participation gives
the organization strength, and the
stronger the better. GUSA goes too far
with its ability to bar individuals from
participating in whatever group they
want. We cite this year’s Senior Class
Committee fiasco. Why not let someone
who wants to participate do so? GUSA
hampers the vitality of student groups.
We must begin the process of devolution. We plan to spend next ycar
studying abroad, and by the time Knapp
and Hamilton lcave in Scptember, this
task will be complete.

calls and actions. In addition to knowing
where our money is going, we will be
able to see what it is doing.
The housing problem stems from the
university’s stated intention of bringing
more students back on campus, possibly
involuntarily, while simultancously
raising rents at a drastic rate. Furthermore, the university’s answer to
increasing campus housing, Village C,
is a fiasco.
In addition to our primary aim of
making immediate care a reality at Student

Health,

we

also

believe

that

condoms should be made available on
campus, if not through Student Health
then through Saxa’s.
Finally, regarding
our call for increased
university support for small sports, a
primary medium of relations between
the university and the outside community comes through athletics. We feel
that in supporting these neglected athIctes, we can raise the awarencss of our

university and show our pride in it.
As GUSA president and vice-president
we will remain students first. We have
chosen to campaign on issues that affect
everyday life, and basic student life will
remain our foremost concern.

Our ager da is as follows: the price of
books is too high, because of the
monopoly of the book store has on the
sale of new books on campus.
Adjudication off campus is not rational, for we think that if you live in a
private home, the university has no business interfering with your personal life.
Regardless of what the Burleith
Citizen’s Association thinks, any conflict is a neighborhood problem, not a
university problem.
We believe that club sports should be
recognized by the university because
Georgetown can only benefit from
greater diversity in activities.
DPS has evolved into a department of
student control rather than a means for
student protection, and we think that
they need to be reminded of their most
important job: campus safety. We feel
that the university campus and the surrounding community

is no longer safe,

primarily because DPS spends time
catching streakers and stopping parties
instead of patrolling for burglars and
muggers. The number of students arrested for public drunkenness and open
container violations in the Georgetown

area is extreme, and we think that it is

GUSA'’s job to make sure that student’s
rights are not being violated.
We believe that the university policy
of teaching freshmen about the use of
birth control but denying them access to
condoms on campus is tragic and wrong.
‘We think that the Marriott Corporation

policy of keeping unused Munch Money
instead of refunding it to the student is
outright robbery.
We firmly support the right of clubs to
organize and the right of individuals to
express their opinions on campus,
regardless of their views. This is an institution of learning and we must keep
open minds.
While some people argue that GUSA
needs to be dissolved and re-structured,

we believe that GUSA’s focus needs to
be changed. GUSA was intended to be
the representative body of the students.
As such, it should work with the stu-

dents, clubs and organizations to
achieve their aims, creating the opportunity for co-operation between ail
members of the student body with the
same interests.

Photos by Kevin Haggard
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Paul Pomeroy/ John Scarborough

~ AlciOrtiz-Ferrari/ Maggie Reichard
We have a ticket that has everything

What’s wrong with the Georgetown
University Student Association? GUSA
needs to get back to basics. Our student
government needs to realize what it is
and who it works for.
The answer lies not in destroying the
system, but in reforming it and asserting
the fresh executive leadership which has
been lacking. And GUSA must work for
basic student concerns and issues.
Our platform states three clear and
basic objectives, with specifics on how
to get this job done.
Our first goal is to direct GUSA toward
reaching out to the diverse student body
through the following measures:
A commitment to full participation.
We will reach out and take in each student who would like to have a place in
their student government.
A commitment to a fair appointment
process. We will make available job
descriptions for all student government
positions and publicize the selection
process. We will insure that cach applicant is granted an interview. And we
will make sure that every student is
aware of all available positions. You
won’t have to come to us. We will come
to you.
A commitment to real student concerns. The issues we have worked on and
will continue to work on with your help
arc as follows: a uniflicd graduation

you’re looking for—experience and innovation.

This

ticket

has

the best

balance; Alci knows how GUSA works

(and does not work) and
refreshing ideas. And both
needed to bring GUSA back
not for GUSA’s benefit,
benefit of the students.

Maggic has
of these are
to its feet—
but for the

“The following are the biggest problems
that we sce on our campus and on which
we will concentrate our efforts.
~ Tuition
‘It’s been rising at a rate higher than
inflation. While working on the Main
Campus Planning Committee, Alci
played an active role in obtaining a
reduction of the proposed 9 percent increase to a 7.5 percent increase. Still this
is not enough.
‘Housing

“1) Costs remain uncompetitive with the
costs of off-campus housing.
2) The administration wants to force
students to live on campus because of
new regulations that resulted from the
university’s inability to confront neighborhood pressure.

'3) A large portion of university funds
will be directed toward the construction
of unwanted on-campus housing
facilities — do we really want another
~ Village C?
Integration
Numerous attempts have been made to
tackle this issue, but with little success.

While there are currently minority student leaders, we need programming that
will make all students feel that they are
“an appreciated part of Georgetown.
“Adjudication
‘Currently, the university has the right to
~ adjudicate students anywhere in the
world at its discretion. A clear linc must
be drawn as to when a student is a rep-

resentative of Georgetown and when
that student
is just an individual.

We're sure that many agree that these
are the real issues on campus — not the
wording of the GUSA constitution. The
following are the concrete means we
will use to reach the changes that we
need.
The Yard
Who really knows what it is? What’s
important is what it can bec — a forum to
discuss issues which confront the student body. Serving as panclists, student
leaders representing a cross-section of
the student body can lead a regular
forum open to all students. These forums
would provide various outlooks on those
issucs which students carc about — ic.
condom sales, housing, alcohol policy,
etc.

Student-Faculty-Alumni Coalition
With student mobilization, faculty
knowledge and alumni money and influence, we can together be a greater
lobbying force in addressing the administration.

Class Committees
For the last few years, the class commit-

tees have emphasized programming.
They can become representative bodies
of the GU community.
We are students; just /likevyoui‘Fhistis

why you can be surethat
we will play no:
political games and just get 10 work.

ceremony,

student

relations,

diversity

and integration, housing policy changes
and increasing costs of living on campus, the alcohol policy, off-campus
affairs and funding for student organizations.
A commitment to sceking new input
from non-GUSA people. We recognize
that almost 1/5 of all students live off
campus, working with the Office of OffCampus Affairs to deal with their
concerns. We will establish weekly information tables to talk to these students.
And GUSA representatives will continue to go door-to-door to listen to
students.
Our second goal is to establish a collective voice for real student concerns

with GUSA and all other student or- with students and administrators to get
ganizations working together.

We will reinstitute the Yard as a forum

for student groups. The Yard will in-

crease the flow of communication
between students, will allow student

We heard you.

The ideal computer for college needs certain things.

a special student price and affordable loan pay-

Like a mouse, to make it easy to use. Preloaded
software, that'll let you create impressive papers

ments. And on a different note, you can get a great
low price on the Roland” Desktop Music System that

with graphics and spreadsheets. And great

transforms your IBM PS/2° with Micro Channel” into
an exciting, comprehensive music maker.

The PS/2 is perfect for college because you told
us just what you needed. And no one knows what it

takes to be real college material better than you.

Payments As Low As $34/month! Call
Your IBM Collegiate Representatives
Chris Murphy And Bill McCrea At
301/279-6860 For Further Information.

Or Call Computerland, Fran And Julie
At 301/599-9555.
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assistance.

As an overview of the background and
experience of our ticket, Paul Pomeroy
has spent two years working with student clubs through the SAC, two years

clubs and organizations to shape
policies by directly introducing legislation to the GUSA Assembly, and will
as a GUSA representative and has
address unified programming, allowing
helped lead the effort to prevent forcing
clubs to work together to create high the Class of *94 from living on campus
quality events.
: next yearn JohwScarborough is a GUSA
Our third goal is to create new funding
representative ‘who is experienced in
{or student organizations. We will work
Off-Campus Affairs issues.

You asked for
a computer that’s real
college material.

tools, like a notepad, calendar and cardfile. It
should also be expandable, so it can grow with
your needs.
The IBM Personal System/2® has all this at

more out of our tuition and lobby the
Alumni Association to professonally
scck out new sources for club. financial
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is yes.

By sticking Transfer students
in Village C East and West,
Georgetown essentially creates
an outgroup of social lepers unable to break into the
mainstream undergraduate community and left to find comfort
amid sterile study lounges,
heavy steel doors, subterranean
laundry rooms, hostile security
guards, nosy resident assistants,
forbidding elevators, and chicken-pattics-on-a-bun, courtesy of
New South Cafeteria.
Congratulations and welcome to Georgetown.
Because transfer students
are, on balance, housed with
their ilk, they are at an extreme
disadvantage when it comes to
breaking the mold and assimilating into the mainstream
undergraduate community.
They tend to eat with their
transfer fricnds, go out on the
town with their transfer
friends, cram in barren study
lounges with their transfer
friends, and fall asleep talking
to their transfer roommates.
But most of all, when times get
rough, they tend to sit around
talking with other transfers
about what now seems like
“the good old days” back at
Podunk U. Absence makes the
heart grow fonder.

ounted on 1,200 pounds of quivering horseflesh, Prince Pavlos of Greece gallops
recklessly across the field of the Potomac Polo
Club, lifting his mallet in a graceful arc as he
prepares to slam a tiny, four-inch ball past his

the country, he said.
The Georgetown club, however, is still a far cry from joining
this field. In the next few years, the club will concentrate on
gaining recognition as a varsity sport, according to Crawford.
“[University recognition] is probably the most optimistic
possibility [for the club],” he said.
Members of the club practice twice a week at the Potomac
Polo Club in Poolesville, Md., where they receive a discount

competitors.
Prince Pavlos (SFS ’93) may be royalty, but Georgtown
students don’t have to be of noble lineage to participate in the
sport of kings. After a 15-year hiatus, polo has returned to the
Hilltop in the form of the Georgetown Polo Club.
Cree Crawford (CAS ’93) has spearheaded the effort to
build a new polo team that consists of more than just three or
four regular players. “I want this to be a permanent thing, so
we're teaching the [other club members] instead of just

rate for their practice time and lessons. According to club
member Ashley Andrus (CAS ’92), the normal rate for an
hour-long polo lesson is $55, but Georgetown players pay
only $25 at Potomac because the club’s owner, a Georgetown
graduate, gives the group a discount.
Andrus, who said she started playing polo “mainly for the
riding,” said that despite the practice time discount, playing
polo can still be out of the financial range of many students.
She also cited the cost of polo equipment as an inhibiting

playing matches,” Crawford said.

factor, and said items such as helmets, whips, knee guards,

Crawford described himself as part of an elite group of
approximately 30 students nationwide who have been playing polo since high school. He personally boasts seven years’
experience, including some at the collegiate level. “I used to
play at SMU [Southern Methodist University] before I transferred to Georgetown,” Crawford said.

Both women said they looked forward to seeing playing
time in some of the club’s matches later this spring. Although
women play on their own teams in intercollegiate competi-

and boots can cost up to $300 apiece.

tion, at practic , and scrimmages in Poolesville, the female

Currently, the club has 20 members, most of whom have no

polo experience but became interested in the sport because
of their horseback riding experience. Only Crawford, Pavlos,
and another foreign talent, Gonzollo Siles (EFL) of Peru,
have played in the club’s two indoor matches this season.
Crawford said indoor matches involve three-person teams
competing in an arena, while outdoor play requires four
people to a team and a playing area the size of nine football
fields.
The club’s goal is to train new players and establish the club
in the field of intercollegiate polo, Crawford said. He added
that the sport has grown three-fold in the last 10 years at the
college level. Polo is a varsity sport at about 20 schools across

“It’s still not that affordable for a lot of*people,” she said,

adding that several of the club’s members practice only once
a week in Poolesville due to the expense. “I’m still ridir.g in
my cowboy boots,” she joked.
Crawford acknowledged that polo suffers from an image
problem outside the country club circuit. “People think it’s a
real sort of snob sport, but it’s really not,” Crawford said.

“I’ve played rugby and lacrosse, and this is just as tough or
tougher than lacrosse . . . .You go 40 miles per hour trying to
control a 1,200-pound animal with two strips of leather while
chasing a four-inch ball.”
Andrus also stressed the athletic side of the sport. “I thought
it was mainly going to be riding, but there’s a lot of athletic
ability involved,” she said. “It really is a contact sport. It’s
great — I come home [from practice] covered with bruises.”
The club’s vice president, Jen Albertson (CAS ’92) agreed
that polo involved more than just riding. “I know this may
sound stupid, but it takes a lot of strength and coordination

members of the Georgetown Polo Club ride and collide
alongside the men.
The club will round out its indoor season this month and
then immediately begin its outdoor season, which will last
until next October.
Although the club’s schedule is not complete, Crawford said
he expected the team to play universities as well as some high
schools, where

students often have more polo experience

than some college students.
In addition to playing matches during the indoor and outdoor
season, some club members will also be involved in a match

to benefit the Red Cross Gulf Crisis Relief Fund next month.
The match will pit students and alumni from Georgetown and
the University of Virginia against one another. Three to four
thousand tickets will be available for the event, which will
be held on the Mall on either April 27 or 28 depending on
weather conditions, Crawford said. All proceeds will benefit
families of casualties of the Gulf War.

Working in Great Britain
GU Students Labor Overseas to Experience Culture
By Melissa Stack
Special to The HOYA

Strapped for cash? Sick of waiting
tables in your old hometown? Not quite
fluent enough to spend a semester
abroad? Last summer seven Georgetown students found a way out of this
predicament and made some money at
the same time by participating in Work
in Britain, an exchange program for
Amcrican and British college students
sponsored by the Council on International Educational Exchange and the
British Universities North America
Club.
The program, now entering its 25th
year, allows American students to
spend up to six months living and
working in England. Students pay
$100 to receive listings of available job
positions and apartments in different

“But of course,” says the

school ‘administration:
“We put":
the transfers together in 'Village C because they’re the
only oncs who know what
their fellow transfers are going
through.”
Circular logic at best.
The only reason they’re
“going through” anything is because they’ve been holed up in
that God-foresaken place. Any
transfer will tell you that ¢‘C”’
stands for ‘Concentration
Camp.”
Georgetown does not realize
that sophomore and junior
transfer students probably
can’t buddy up with vetcran
students who got bad picks in
the housing lottery because
they’re already well-established members of insular interscholastic cabals. Their doors
are always closed, ever-so-conducive to meeting interesting
people intent on telling their
story and making new friends.
“Why bother with the
lepers?’
So Joe and Jane Transfer Student check their mail (for a
reprieve from the governor)

to stand on a horse and hit the ball at the same time,” she said.

areas of Great Britain and a blue card,

the British equivalent of a green card,
which allows foreign nationals the right
to work in the U.K.
Employment is not guaranteed by the
program, however, and most students
do not land resume-building jobs with
investment banking firms or publishing houses. According to Garth Horn,
a CIEE program coordinator in New
York, of the 4,500 American students

who participated in the program last
year, the majority worked as waiters or
waitresses, secretaries, bartenders, or

Sarah George/ The HOYA

Katie Corrigan (CAS ’91) and Bryant Hilton (SBA ’91) are two Georgetown
students who spent last summer working in Great Britain.

menial laborers.
Horn said most students working in
Britain didn’t mind slinging food trays
or filing memos, because they viewed
their jobs mainly as a means to ex-

perience British culture. He said he
thought working as opposed to studying abroad allowed students to understand a foreign country more fully.
“In study abroad, you tend to be
lumped
together
with
other
Americans,” he said. “On our program,

you’re truly immersed in the culture in
a way that you couldn’t be otherwise.”
Students on the program also meet a
more diverse group of Britons than,,
they would studying at a university,
Horn said. Horn added that some students rescarch job opportunities and
make contacts before they leave for
England, but others arrive in Britain
with no job, no housing, and no friends.
“I did nothing before I left,” said

Jonathan Brady (CAS ’91). of his
preparation for his stay in Britain in
1988. He eventually found work as a
bartender, but lost his job halfway
through the summer and had to compete with literally thousands of other
Americans and Canadians in the program for what limited work was available.
Despite his experience, Brady
returned to work in Britain last summer
at a London restaurant called the Dolphin Brasscric. As a perk, Brady got to
meet a few of what he termed London’s
“Beautiful People,” including Boy
George, members of Duran Duran and
Warren Beatty. The celebrities visited
the restaurant when it hosted a party for
the premiere of the movie Dick Tracy.
Brady said he enjoyed his stay in
England because it went “beyond
doing tourist-type things . . . [I] really

got to know the people.” He noted,
however, that finding affordable housing could be a problem for students,
becauses a handful of landlords held a
virtual monopoly on apartments in
students’ price ranges.
Katic Corrigan (CAS ’91) and John
Prescott (GRD *91), however, had little
problem finding work and housing
during holes) in Britain. Both
of the
students arrived in England with places,
‘.

.
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to stay, and Prescott had already ac-

she was teased by co-workers on the
Fourth of July, and her acquaintances

were surprised that she was not an ardent supporter of the Irish Republican
Army, which they assumed was true of
every Irish American.
Corrigan praised the program, however, and said it was a good way for her
to scc morc of Europe without taking
time away from her studies at Georgetown.

Prescott said he participated in the
program primarily to obtain a blue card
and the right to stay in Great Britain for
six months. Blue cards are notoriously
difficult for American citizens to obtain. He said the program was
“definitely the easiest way to

pet per" ®

mission to work [in Great Britain].”

cool $446 a month, board not

included.
Transfer students deserve
better. They need to'be made a
part of the university instcad of
being stuck in a ncther-dorm
on the outer reaches of the
campus.
The university, so warm and
welcoming in word, should be
so in deed, by saving space in

Copley, Henle, and Village B
so transfer students can feel
comfortable and at home with
their new surroundings.

Georgetown’s Funniest Man on Campus Tony Braithwaite Has Hopes of a Career in Comedy and Drama
his performance last year in Camelot.
He has also been kept busy by entertaining at
various campus events such as last Friday’s Casino
Nite, and Braithewait has been chosen to open for
Saturday Night Live’s A. Whitney Brown during
Springfest.
“I feel like I perform cvery day of my life; it is
all-encompassing,” Braithwaite said.
Despite the success Braithwaite has achicved, he
said his peers have not always appreciated his
talents. The youngest by 10 years of his four siblings, Braithwaite was raised in an adult world and
had some trouble relating to children his own age.
“I was an overweight, unathletic kid who
graduated eighth grade basically as a nobody,” he

HOYA Staff Writer

Georgetown sophomore Tony Braithwaite didn’t
enter the Funniest Person on Campus contest last
month on a whim. But that should come as no
surprise to anyone who has seen the polished and
articulate performer assume the characters of such
notables as Mike Dukakis and Dudley Moore
onstage. His comedic skills earned him the title of
Georgetown’s most amusing student, but this ham
artist has hopes of being much more.
“I have been dreaming about being a comedian
and an actor since I was little,” Braithwaite said. “I

honed my skills fighting to get attention from my
parents.” Braithwaite said his professional idol is
Robin Williams, who has excelled at both comedy
and drama on television and in film.
Six years ago, Braithwaite got his first opportunity
to try out his talent at New York City’s renowned
comedy club, The Improv. He had traveled to New
York from his home in Philadelphia to visit for the
day when he and his cousin decided to go to the
club to watch new comedians. Just 13 years old,
Braithwaite said he had no intention of performing
that night.
“I was sitting in the front row and the comedian
[onstage] asked me what I wanted to do when I
grew up,” Braithwaite said. “When I told him, he
asked me ifI wanted to come up on stage.”
In front of the crowd, Braithwaite had no trouble
impersonating Katherine Hepburn, Geraldine Ferraro, and Johnny Carson. The 13-year-old was a hit.
“When I was lcaving the manager asked me ifI

said. “I couldn’t hit a ball with a bat, and that was

John Toolan/ The HOYA

Tony Braithwaite performing at GPB’s Funniest Man on Campus contest last month.
wanted to work there professionally,” he said.
Braithwaite performed at the club a few times over
the next summer, but he said he quit because he
“still had algebra and Latin to take care of.”
Last month, Braithwaite snared GPB’s Funniest

Person on Campus award for the second consecutive ycar, as he dazzled the crowd with his
impersonations of Mr. Furley (Don Knotts) from
the television series Three’s Company, and various

characters from Leave it to Beaver. Braithwaite
brought down the house by putting these and many
other characters in situations familiar to students.
But Braithwaite has done much more than stand
up comedy during his time on the Hilltop. Appearing in more serious roles in Sweeney Todd, M.
Butterfly andA Little Night Music, Braithwailc has
made a name for himself
on stage, and he won Mask
and Bauble’s award for Best Supporting Actor for

.

her see the differences between
Amecrican and British culture. She said

Heeeeere’s Tony!!
By Jason Levien

ob

quired a position with the Arthur
Andersen Corporation, onc of the six
largest financial planning corporations
in the U.S.
Corrigan, an American Studies
major who worked as a secretary in
England, said her experience helped

and return to their small,

claustrophobia—inducing,
cinderblock cells. Back to the
lockup, waiting for the next
holiday furlough to liberate
them from their oppression.
When it’s time for a meal (behind closed doors) it’s ‘table
for one’’ from Domino’s or
Hunan Peking. Or better yet,
canned soup, nuked in the
microwave. At least it smells a
lot better than the charred
microwave popcorn Jane
Transfer just made.
The truth is, Village C is just
another big—-money generator
for a cash strapped college; it’s
a bed and a desk for summer
school students. They couldn’t
pay students who know better
to live there but they can sure
make those who don’t know
better pay. A luxurious oneroom hovel with a view of a
brick wall or the cheery McDonough parking lot costs a

pa

what was important. I always tell people that I
finally realized that the Fonda workout I was doing
was the Henry Fonda workout.”
His friends finally caught on to Braithwaite’s
abilities by his senior year in high school, when he
was voted most popular in his graduating class at
St. Joseph's Prep.
“He can point out something humorous in almost
any situation,” said Braithwaite’s high school
friend James Harron (CAS 93).
Although he aspires to a career as a performer,
Braithwaite said he decided to go to Georgetown
because of its strong academic reputation. The
theology major is using his Georgetown education
as a backup in casc his carcer plans fall through.
“I fecl at this point that I know where my interests
lie,” Braithwaitc said. “I have found my niche, and

I have a passion.”
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By Scott Delacourt
HOYA Staff Writer
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Do Georgetown’s transfer
students commit a crime to
deserve a year of incarceration
in the Village C complex? Is it
because they were not
qualified to be admitted by the
undergraduate admissions committee the first time around?
And is their imprisonment
recognized as cruel and unusual punishment, as specified
by the Eighth Amendment of
the United States Constitution?
The answer to all three ques-
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Information: (301) 386-4488
+

From Washington, D.C. Terminal, 1st & L Streets,
N.E., to New York City: 8:15 a.m., 12:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m.
From New York Port Authority Bus Terminal, * 625 8th

Avenue (South Terminal, Lower Level Gate 14), to
Washington,

K_american____

D.C.: 1:30 p.m., 6:30 p.m., 11:15 p.m.

*In NY, please purchase tickets at the Academy ticket
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UN IVERSITY

UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS PROGRAM
IN HONG KONG
JULY 8 - AUGUST 9,:1991

~~ EXPERIENCE THE
ASIA-PACIFIC PERSPECTIVE
Georgetown University’s School for Summer and
Continuing Education and School of Business
Administration with the Office of International Studies

Programs of the Chinese University of Hong Kong will
| conduct a five-week summer session in comparative
business with a special focus on the Asia-Pacific market.
The setting of the program is on the campus of the
Chinese University located in Shatin, New Territories.

DEADLINE

EXTENDED

CASHIN
ON GOOD GRADES.
If you're a qualified student with good grades,
apply now for a scholarship from Army ROTC.
Army ROTC scholarships pay tuition, most
books and fees, plus $100 per school month.
They also pay off with leadership experience
and officer credentials impressive to future
employers.

ARMYY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

For more information contact:

THE SCHOOL FOR SUMMER AND CONTINUING
EDUCATION

306 ICC, 687-5942.

Call Captain Mike Ryan

(202) 687-7065
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A day of rest and reflection for single Catholic men ages 18-40
considering life as a religious brother or priest.
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Blowing
“The Doors’

Cabaret Moves

To the Bayou

This year’s edition of Cabaret,
which runs tomorrow through
Friday at the Bayou, will provide a
barrage of music complemented
by comedy routines between
songs. A total of 18 performers
will take to the stage, a smaller

Courtesy Tri-Star Pictures

Meg Ryan and Val Kilmer.
acting spectrum, allowing him to explore a man unlike any pervious
character he has played.
Pamela Courson, Morrison’s sporadic
love interest, is played by Meg Ryan
(When Harry Met Sally). But Ryan’s
performance is too cutesy for this movie
and only marginally believable, and it
scems she was miscast as the cushion for

number

Stone has captured The Doors in a way
uniquely Morrison, with the vivid colors
and images that might have danced :
around in the singer’s convoluted mind
during a drug-induced high. If nothing
else, The Doors makes one thing clear:

dying was a tremendous career move for
Morrison.

sappy and inevitable reconciliation between father and daughter, after she

By Darren Metzger

HOYA Staff Writer
Class Action has all the makings of
being an excellent movie: it stars
Hackman;

it’s

directed by Michael Apted (Coal
Miner’s Daughter) and even goes after

corporate lawyers. But despite everything it has going for it, Class Action
never lives up to its promise.
The plot revolves around a lawsuit
between~Argo-Metors;-a big car

betrays her immoral firm and sacrifices
her partnership to join daddy.
The movie may have intended to
cash in on those aspiring lawyers who
religiously watch L.A. Law every
Thursday night. But even for that select
group, Class Action is only a waste
of

Former Police frontman Sting gave it his all in concert Thursday night
at Capital Centre on the tour for his recent release, ‘The Soul Cages’.

Love’s Labor Not Lost
By Moira Fitzgibbons
HOYA Staff Writer

‘money.

When the lights go up on Stand Up
Tragedy

this Thursday

at the Hall

of

vehicles who have been injured due to
a manufacturing

students,

and

the owners
defect.

of its

Hackman

plays Jedidiah Tucker, a lawyer dedicated to protecting the “common man”
from intimidation by ithe’ giant corporation. Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio plays his daughter, Margaret
Ward, an up-and-coming defense
lawyer in a prestigious corporate law
firm, who by taking the case hopes to
gain the elusive title of “partner.”
The plot of Class Action predictably
develops the father/daughter, love/hate
theme as well as the conflict in the case
the two are trying against each other.
To complicate matters, the mother dies
early in the film, severing the only
bond that exists between father and
daughter. Instead of potentially im-

Courtesy 20th Century Fox

Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio and
Gene Hackman

in ‘Class Action.’

faculty,

administrators,

and

even members of one of the area’s most
prestigious theater groups. Far more
than the average regimen of rehearsals
was necessary to bring the play to Georgetown for its non-professional
premiere.
The real-life experiences of GU
graduate Tom Griffin (CAS ’85) form
the basis for the play, which depicts the
involvement of an idealistic young
teacher in the lives of his students at an
inner-city school in New York City’s
Bowery. Playwright Bill Cains’ script
goes beyond mere presentation of the
harsh realities of urban life, addressing
broader questions of individual responsibility within the framework of Chris-

tian tradition.
Following successful runs in Los Angeles and Hartford, the play was brought
to DC’s Arena Stage last February,
where it captured the attention of Geor-

getown thespians in the audience. Since
the script has never been published, it

remained inaccessible for student use
without express permission from Cains’
literary agents.
Later that spring at a cast party for
Arena Stage’s production of Merrily We
Roll Along, GU students Paul Leishman

(CAS °91), Nella Vera (CAS ’91) and
Raquel Wexler (SLL ’91) expressed
their interest in Stand Up and were given
a copy of the script by an actor in
Arena’s company.
According to Leishman, the group
approached the Fine Arts department
with the possibility that the play could
be staged as a workshop production in
which students could participate for
credit. After receiving backing from the
department, which Leishman called
“very receptive to student initiative,” the

A Toast to St.
Patrick’s Day

A Little

‘Monkey’
Business

By Reed Alex Martin
HOYA Staff Writer

‘One Monkey Don’t Stop

Just because St. Patrick’s Day falls on a Sunday this
year doesn’t mean you can’t stay in and get your Irish up.
All you need is a copy of U2’s Rattle and Hum concert

No Show’ Hits the Stage

video, some Green Sambuca licorice liqueur, a bottle of

Bailey’s Irish Cream, a flask of Frangelico hazelnut liqueur, some Irish Mist brandy, a quart of milk, a few airline bottles of Midori melon liqueur, some Creme De

By Molly Peterson

HOYA Staff Writer

Once you get used to its basic dramatic techniques, Don Evans’ One Monkey Don’t Stop No

Menthe, Creme De Cacao, a can of Hershey’s chocolate

Show, running at the National Theatre, i Ss an ob-

noxiously funny performance with plenty of attitude.

Directed by Ron Milner, the show features three
stories tied together by a common theme of love
and happiness. The play initially takes some getting used to: the characters are fairly stereotypical;
the plot is predictable; and the actors’ behaviors
are so exaggerated that they border on the unbelievable. But the show and its characters exude
an attitude so likable that the production s’ flaws

are overshadowed. From the top-of-the-blackcharts music to the monologues that each character delivers directly to the audience, this play
intends to have fun and does just that.
One Monkey’s plot focuses on the middle-class
Harrison family, fronted by the Reverend Avery
(Marvin Wright-Bey), who is crashing full speed
into a mid-life crisis. His upwardly mobile wife,

Myra (Chip Fields), and dentist-to-be son Felix
(Kelly Neal), don’t make things any easier. Felix
has gotten mixed up with Josephine Nefertiti
Caldwell, a.k.a. Lil’ Bits (played to the hilt by Judi
Williams), whom his parents dislike.
Adding another twist to this domestic mess is
the relationship between the minister’s niece
Beverly (Kim Fields, who played Tootie on TV’s
The Facts Of Life) and Caleb Johnson (Lewis
Dix), who owns a disreputable downtown
nightclub.
Evans’ script provides witty, sexy and outragcous humor, especially in its many

Courtesy National Theatre

Judi Williams and Kelly Neal star in National
Theatre’s ‘One Monkey Don’t Stop No Show.’
monologues. In addressing life’s more important
questions, the characters’ asides are amusing. In
one exchange, Caleb asks the men in the audience,

“How many of y’all have a woman friend?” When
one audience member replies that he docs, Dix
follows up his question with a smirk: “You lyin’.
She probably paid for the ticket tonight and you
don’t want to say nothin’.’ 2
The supporting cast is talented as well. Chip
Fields (Kim’s mother) captures Myra perfectly as
the social-climbing minister’s wife. Kim Fields
comes off as both street-smart and innocent as
Beverly, a girl who comes up to Philadelphia to
claim her share of the nightclub. Neal excels as the
nerdy son and makes a convincing change for the
better at the end.

Running just over three hours, the show doesn’t
move nearly as quickly as it should, especially for
a plot so easy to follow. And when it does pick up,
it glosses over some key points. But in the end,
One Monkey Don’t Stop No Show is a lively show
that justifies its length.
One Monkey Don’t Stop No Show opened March
5 and will run for 16 performances at the National
Theatre.

syrup and a stitch of green clothing.
Kidney pie, grilled salmon and bagpipes are also key, if
you can swing it.
Forget all about flat kegs of “Beast Lite.” Punctuate
your St. Paddy’s Day Party with “Nutty Irishmen,” a
milkshake-like shooter that will make U2 sound much better. It’s made from two shots of Bailey’s, one shot of Frangelico and a dab of chocolate syrup.
“Irish Coffee” is also an easy libation to concoct. It’s
made from two parts coffee and three parts brandy, and it
will definitely get you whistling the Irish Spring soap
jingle.
If your drinks have to be green, try your hand at pouring
a few “Grasshoppers.” All you need to do is mix Creme
De Menthe, Creme De Cacao, and Creme De Half & Half.

Down two or three and you’ll be jumping all over the
living room. Green Midori also looks a lot like E.T.’s
saliva and tastes like melted melons. It can be blended
with peach schnapps, pineapple juice or warm sink water.
Green Sambuca is tough to swallow but it will put hair
on your chest — and anywhere else you deem it necessary.
People who drink it regularly lovingly describe it as
“licorice death,” “Mr. Greenjeans ” and “The Midnight
Toilet Pull.” Its sharp taste and pungent smell can be softened by adding a shot of Southern Comfort.
Bailey’s and Hershey’s over ice is a nice touch. Adding
a shot of milk to the mix will coat your stomach and let
you slam a few more shots of Sambuca.
But St. Patrick’s Day isn’t just about alcoholism. It’s
about Entenman’s Holiday Cupcakes — the ones with

the disinfectant green icing. Vittles just got them and
they’re only $2.79 a box.

crs, and a host of ideas, but still no rights:

the script was ticd up in a Broadway
production of the play.
Soon, however, fortune smiled upon

the students. After receiving standing
but

little ticket

revenue,

the

Broadway Stand Up closed after only
two weeks. Then, tipped off that College
Dean

Robert

Lawton,

SJ, knew

1988

show,

Cabaret

shows,” she said. Last year, Gas-

ton Hall again playcd host to
Cabaret except for Senior Night,
the last performance, which took
place at the Bayou.
The Bayou show last year sold

i

|

out in two hours and, because of

that success, Cabaret organizers
said they decided to hold all three
shows there this year. Moylan and
Mattingly said they hoped that
holding the event at the Bayou
could help return the event to its
atmosphere back in its “glory
days.”
Tickets for Cabarct’s Scnior
Night, tomorrow night, again sold
out quickly this ycar, but some
tickets still remain for the
Thursday and Friday shows.

man

-group hashed out an agreement with
Director of Performing Arts Ron Lignelli. Keeping in mind the prohibitive cost
of many campus events, the group and
Lignclli_agreed that admission to the
show should be free. “[We decided] it
would be a modest production with a
small budget. . .This limits us in certain
ways, but also frees us to get to the heart
of the play,” Leishman said.
Although repeated efforts to obtain
rights to the play yielded no response
from literary agents, Leishman, Vera
and Wexler submitted a budget proposal
to the Office of Performing Arts. When
it was approved in October, the group
found itself with a budget, many back-

ovations

the

AM

|
i
il
i

i
i
i

E

il

himself, Leishman approached the dean
with his plans and his plight. “He was
preparing to Icave on a trip to California
and couldn’t discuss it for long,” Leish-

After Extensive Planning, ‘Stand-Up Tragedy’ Comes to Life

Nations black
box theater, the audience”
will watch the fruits of a year’s worth of
planning and perseverance on the part of

manufacturer,

than in recent years, ac-

cording to Cabaret organizers.
The Cabaret band includes members of campus bands Faded Blues,
Fallout Shelter, Wet Spiders and
the GU Jazz Band. The group will
cover the spectrum of pop music,
ranging from songs by The Who to
M.C. Hammer.
Comic relief will be provided by
senior emcees Neil Alsip and Mark
McCannon. Alsip and McCannon
said their performance will include
“skits, comedy-gibberish, saucy
repartee,” and even a bit of ’70s
music.
Planncrs expect a large turnout
for the event this year and allotted
500 tickets for each show. One
organizer, Kelly Moylan (CAS
’91), said she anticipated an “upscale Pub atmosphere” but pointed
out that the event will be more
relaxed in the upstairs room where

Morrison’s sexual tensions.

Class Action aims to show the human
side of law often lost in the world of
big corporate firms. Although it succeeds in this, the movie is hurt by the

After

developed more of a concert atmosphere, Moylan said. In 1989,
Cabaret took place in Gaston Hall
as a dry event. “It was successful
and people danced, but [the 1989
show] didn’t scll as well s past

Cains

recalled, “But three or four days

later I got a call—and we had the rights.”
Given the final go-ahead by Dean of
Student Affairs John J. DcGioia, the
group structured a pass/fail independent
study course for the project and held
auditions

so

that

the

actors

could

prercgistcr. By the beginning of this
semester, Stand Up boasted a 28-person
roster including seven actors, a full technical staff, and most of the members of

campus band Kilgore Trout.
While other productions uscd taped
music, Kilgore Trout “developed an
original score based on Latino music,
hip-hop and tribal hunt dramas,” according to Leishman.
The show has already generated considerable interest on campus — two days
before opening night, almost all the
Black Box’s limited seating has been
reserved. But Stand Up’s lasting significance may lie primarily in the behind-the-scenes maneuvers that brought
it onstage said Leishman: “The whole
project [demonstrates] a willingness of
the university to commit facilitics and
money to student-initiated projects.”

Community Calendar
a.m. in New South. Admission is $3.

March 12:

Beers cost $1 and sodas sell for $.50

The “Traditional View on Jewish
Issues” mini-series, sponsored by
Campus Ministry and the Jewish
Campus Activities Board of D.C,
will

continue

with

“Martin

Buber,

Part 1,” a lecture by Rabbi Harold
White, Chaplain of Georgetown
University Jewish Chaplaincy. White
will present “Martin Buber, Part II”

on March 19 at the JSA House 1314
36th St.
March 13:

Lauinger Library and the Counseling Center will hold a workshop on
“Taking Control of Your Research:

Preparing the Research Paper,” to be
held in Room 156 of Lauinger from
3:15 - 4:30 p.m. Register at the Counseling Center or at the Lauinger
Library Reference Desk, or call 6876985 for more information.

March 18:

The Coalition of Women’s Voices is
sponsoring a Women’s Health Forum
from 6 p.m. - 8 p.m. Speakers will
include members of a local midwifery

clinic and

of the Columbia

Women’s Health Center. Call 9440182 for details.
A panel discussion on “Science,
Technology and Public Policy” sponsored by The President’s Committee
on Science, Technology and Society
for the Ignatian Year will take place
from 4:30 - 6 p.m. in ICC’s 7th floor
meeting room. Richard A. Scribner of
the School of Foreign Scrvice will
moderate the discussion.
March 19:

As part of the American Diabetes
March 15:

Association’s annual American
Diabetes Alert, the staff of the Geor-

The Jewish Student Association’s
scrics of Spring Semester Shabbat
Dinners continues on Friday at the

getown Diabetes Center will be at
Center Grill from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. to

Jewish Student Center, 1314 36th St.

ment and to answer questions about

Call Maryla Korn
make reservations.

the results. For more information
about American Diabetes Alert, con-

at 687-4383

to
:

distribute a bricf diabetes risk asscss-

tact the Georgetown Diabetes Center
March 16:

The Georgetown University Chapter of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People will
hold the Second Annual African
Fashion Show, featuring designs by
the African Eye, at 8 p.m. in Village
C Formal Lounge.

at 784-2200 or thc American
Diabetes Association at 331-8303.

Keep in Mind...
The Washington Literacy Council,
a nonprofit, volunteer organization
serving the city’s 76,000 nonreading
adults, needs volunteers. After initial

training, volunteers tutor other adults
The Senior and Junior Class Committees are sponsoring a St. Patrick
Day’s bash from 9:30 p.m. to 1:30

in reading for one hour a week. Call

331-9672 if you can help.
oo

A Predictable
Legal Drama

Gene

restaurant.

proving the plot, the event serves only
as a ploy to wrench emotion from the
audience.

‘Class Action’:

1987. Before the change, the event

had been held in the Walsh Hall of
Nations, complete with waiters
serving cocktails. But now, only
seniors are familiar with that tradition. According to one event
organizer, senior Patrick Mattingly (CAS ’91), students used to
camp out in line just to get on the
waiting list for tickets. With libations flowing, “no onc cver
remembered the second half of the
evening,” Moylan said.

AA

The Lizard King reigns.
Doors frontman Jim Morrison is alive
(barely), but not necessarily well in the
occasionally gruesome but thoroughly
penetrating release The Doors, which
recounts the self-destructive life of one
of rock and roll’s raunchiest rebels.
Oliver Stone directs the two-and-a-half
hour film, which ripples with energy and
lis a fire within audiences young and
old.
The film takes the viewer on a hallucinogenic roller coaster ride,
ascending with the carly Morrison as a
flaky youth who experiences acid for the
first time, peaking with his years in the
Doors and descending with the necarsuicidal tumble. of the fallen cult icon.
The recurring theme in this film is death,
specifically Morrison’s macabre fascination with the freedom he thought it
could bring.
Val Kilmer (Top Gun, Real Genius)
handles the arduous assignment of playing Morrison, from the singer’s early
innocence as a film student at UCLA to
his bloated post-stardom self-destruction, with nary a flaw. Kilmer’s
masterful
performance
is
a
breakthrough to the other side of the

for stu-

ame
passin

HOYA Staff Writer

will be available

dents.
Cabaret has changed significantly since the institution of the
university’s alcohol policy in

For the past four weeks, customers at Bill’s of Beverly Hills on
M Street have gotten a little extra
with their pizza — a preview of
Georgetown’s Cabaret 1991. This
year’s performers and production
staff have moved the annual event
entirely off campus and, for music
rehearsals, they have been rehearsing in an upstairs room in the

By Gene Wang

veteran

tables

By Molly Peterson
HOYA Staff Writer
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THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.

GET WELL VICTOR!

And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and

Hope You’re Back In

career advancement are the rule,

not the exception. The gold bar FESS.
La
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're

The Driver’s Seat Soon.

earning a BSN,

write: Army Nurse Opportunities,

PO.

Box 7713,

Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free: 1-800-USA-ARMY, ext. 438.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
In honor of the Ignatian Year

6 ¢

JESUITS: AUTHORS AND AUTHORED

Tuesday, March 12
5pm.
Intercultural Center Auditorium
Poetry and Prose readings,
either written by Jesuits or about Jesuits,
presented by:

The deadline for approval of Stafford Student Loan applications for the current
(1990-91) school year is Friday, March 15, 1991.
Financial Aid Forms (FAF) for the 1991-92 school year are available in the Office of
Financial Aid. The FAF for returning students in 1991-92 must be complicted by
Monday, April 15, 1991.

Mary Lee Settle

Edward J. Ingebretsen, S.J.

Novelist

Poet,

*

Assistant Professor of English, Georgetown

Summer 1991 applications for Work-Study and Stafford Student
available in the Office of Financial Aid after April 2, 1991.

————
a
€&¢& Office of Financial Aid

¥*

Paul J. McCarren, S.J.

Healy Hall G-19
(202) 687-4547

Assistant Professor of Fine Arts, Georgetown
3
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nurses.

Call 301-596-0044
*V/|SA & MASTERCARD Accepted

Are you just about ready to develop your skills
in an advanced, challenging and highly supportive
environment? To work and learn with the best
health care professionals in the country?
Are you just about ready to choose and develop a
specialty? To begin working with an annual base

Mon -

1/2 Price Cheese

Tues -

Rolling Rock $1.00

Wed -

All You Can Eat Pasta

Pizza

Thurs - Large Pizza w/2 Toppings Get Small
Pizza w/ One Topping FREE
(Eat-In ONLY)
Pitchers Of Beer $4.25 »
Cuervo Shots $1.25

SE
Sun

-

All You
$5.49

Can

Eat Pizza

professional growth?
Then you're ready to learn all about the Washington Hospital Center at one of three open houses
especially for graduating and third-year student
nurses. Put these dates on your calendar now. And

hang the cutout on your door as a reminder.
Come meet our head nurses and clinical managers.
Ask recent graduates about their experiences. Find

& Salad

Bar

out about our Student Nurse Technician summer
employment opportunities for students who are

entering their senior year of school. Tour our 907HAPPY

bed tertiary care facility, including the new, stateof-the-art North Addition. You'll learn why our

HOUR

Monday thru Friday
4pm - 7pm

Pitchers of Beer - $4.25
Well Drinks - $1.50
House Wine - $1.50
Yards - $7.00
Soda - 95¢
~ Complimentary Appetizers

2142

—

salary of $29,313 (increasing in April to $30,574)
and an exceptional benefits package? To advance
with no limits on your future earning power and

A

$
*

FREE DELIVERY
(202) 338-3000
PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE,

nationally renowned, not-for-profit teaching facility
is the perfect place in which to begin your career.

i —

¥,

LL —

&r

openin
doors

For more information on locations and to RSVP,
call Cindy Wolfe, RN, (202) 877-6048 or toll-free

(800) 432-3993.
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Stuart Henochowicz, M.D.

—

Howard Boltansky, M.D.
Fred M. Atkins, M.D.

Le —

Allan M. Weinstein, M.D.”

A

Ey

~

NW

Human Resources Division
110 Irving Street, NW,, Rm. 1A66,
Washington, D.C. 20010-2975

A not-for-profit member of

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Allergy and Asthma Associates of Washington

—

cal Study Coordinator at (202) 686-5058.

——

feel you are qualified, please call Michelle Copenhaver, R.N., Clini-

:
We

—

cludes $300 and six weeks of free allergy care. If interested and
»

¢6¢

——

ALLERGY RESEARCH STUDY
y
Paid participants 12 yrs and older needed to test new investigation«|
al nasal spray for springtime allergic rhinitis symptons. Must have
. | regular spring nasal symtoms. Women of childbearing potenial
$
must be on a regular contraceptive program. Compensation in-

will be

TN LN

Reception To Follow In ICC Galeria

Loans

em

*

TN

*

—_i— CC

Poet,
Professor of English, Georgetown

—

Poet, Novelist,
Lane Prof. of Humanities, Stanford U.

Note: Complete the FAF after you and your parent(s) have completed your 1990
federal tax returns, but no later than April 15, 1991.

LL —

Judith Farr

i ——.

John L'Heureux

a
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Attention Main Campus Students ¢ 6 ¢
Undergraduates and Graduates
Ra

itd
TT

Spend this summer helping migrant workers on a unique internship!

.

Provide health, educational, legal and outreach services —

ST

Earn Georgetown credit, money, experience — Positions
across the United States
Call now 298-0214 for info and an application for CIPRA
Summer Program!

The 1991 1. SAT
Be Prepared.
Kaplan Is.

PRICES

BEFORE

LLRANER LAW BOOK

TEXTBOOK

YOU
CO.

WAIT
INC

IN LONG

DISCOUNTERS
20001

One of our most distinguished legal
minds offers a brilliant argument for the
wisdom and necessity of interpreting
the Constitution according to the
“original understanding” of the Framers
and the people for whom it was written.
“The most powerful, most readable—
and wisest—book on constitutional
law to have been published in this
century.”
—Irving Kristol, publisher,
The National Interest
“A lucid, elegant, provocative work.”
—The New York Times Book Review
“An ideal introduction to the current
relationships between the law and
politics.”
—Wall Street Journal
“A conservative legal classic.”
—The Chicago Tribune

pO IANLEY H. KAPLAN

TOLL FREE 1800 253-1594
IN D.C. 842-4335

TEMPTING]

WITH A NEW AFTERWORD

students into law school than all other
books, tutors, or prep courses combined.
Your future in law rests on the next call you
make. Call Kaplan or take your chances.

LINES

TA

111 Massachusetts Ave., NW.

—George F. Will, Newsweek

Take the LSAT course that gets more

FREE DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR
COMPARE

"Belongs among the few
master ECT ENT
g (1)
political reflection.”

A)

EE

You Heard Cesar Chavez — It’s Time to Act!

Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

AA

wAMERICA

THE POLITICAL SEDUCTION OF THE LAW |

ROBERT H. BORK

3

2

A TOUCHSTONE BOOK
Commu

cations Company

—

A Paramoun
K
nt

A

Bethesda

(301)770-3444

A —
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WORD PROCESSING: Reports, Thesis,
Laser Printer, Prompt Service,
Reasonable Rate. Woodbridge, VA(703)
497-2879.

—

SPRING BREAK Jamaica! Bahamas!
From only $499 including roundtrip airfare from D.C., great hotel, gratuities and
more! Call the Spring Break experts 1800-331-3136.
ADOPTION.

Loving, childless couple,

wishing to adopt infant. Stay-at-home
mom. Will pay legal/medical expenses.

is a former elementary school teacher
who will stay home to provide the child a
secure and nurturing environment. Legal
and Medical expenses paid. Legal/Confidential. Call Anne and John collect after
7 p.m. (301)889-3954.
EXCITING JOBS IN ALASKA: Hiring
Men - Women, Summer/Year Round,
Fishing, Canneries, Logging, Mining,
Construction,
Qil
Companies.
Skilled/Unskilled. Transportation $600
plus weekly. CALL NOW! 1-206-7367000, Ext. B1182.
WANTED - Superior PA Summer Camp
seeks counselors and specialists. All
sports, lake, pools, jetskis and waterskis,
video, radio, drama, computer and more!
Camp Akiba a great summer! Interviewing March 20. Call Cory at 466-7676. .

Wash, DC
(202)244-1456

il
IHif

No. VA

(703)352-TEST
8

TUTORING: STATISTICS, ECONOMICS, MATH 202-466-1652 Leave
Message/ Prompt Response.

ment. For information call the SSCE at
687-6049.

WORRIED ABOUT COLLEGE EXPENSES? Qualify for scholarship funds. Call
Steve Walker 301-627-8169.

SUMMER SUBLET- Top Dollar paid for
furnished townhouse in Gtown area.
Must fit 4-6 people. Mid-May through
mid-August. Call Ted 298-7636.

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
$1,000 In Just One Week. Earn up to
$1000 for your campus organization.
Plus a chance at $5000 more! This program works! No investment needed. Call
1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50.

BASEMENT EFFICIENCY near 39th &
T, Burleith. Newly refinished, patio, W/D.

600 includes utilities 202-298-7783.

ON CAMPUS FUNDRAISER. Needed:
Organized

and industious fraternity,

sorority, or student group to earn
hundreds of dollars for an on-campus
marketing project. Call 1-800-NOW-

POST.
THINK PEACE and get ready to earn
G.U. credits in Greece after commence-

expenses. Call Bruce and Kathleen collect: 202-234-1753.
DO YOU

SPEAK

FRENCH?

Do You

Want To Learn? Have Fun In Tours,
France This Summer And Earn G.U.
Credit At The Same Time. For Information Call the SSCE at 687-6049.

FUNDRAISER: We're lookoing for a top
fraternity, sorority, or student organiza-

tion that would like to make $500-$1500
for a one week marketing project right on
campus. Must be organized and hard
working. Call Christine at 800-592-2121.

SHIPPING/WORD PROCESSING/
ELECTRONIC TAX FILING, Adams
Morgan/ Dupont Circle, "Your One-Stop
Student Support Center", 387-8831,
Mon.-Sat.

AIRLINE TICKET - 1 way Nat. to Ft.

ADOPTION: Loving, secure couple seek
to adopt infant. Help with legal/medical

COOK: M/F for handicapped male, some
exp. in serious cooking. Reg. Mon-Fri.

Lauderdale

3/27 $135

obo

301-843-

5817.

i]
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The China Forum
Saturday, March 16
The China Forum,

a twice-

monthly
public affairs
television program produced
by Chi Wang, adjunct professor of Chinese history at
Georgetown University, will
air Saturday March 16 at 7:30
p.m. on WNVC-TV-56. This
weekend’s installment deals
with Sino-Korean issues and
will be hosted by Kerry Dumbaugh, a China specialist for
the Congressional Research
Service.

3:30-8:30pm Sal. Neg. 202-966-1643.

703-971-2768, eves., collect.

GEORGETOWN TO THE
BEAN FOR SPRING BREAK
freeze here when you can be
of the Carribbean or Mexican
week

for only

$189?

CARRIB189! Why
in the sun
coast for a

R/t air; SUN-

HITCH™ (212)864-2000.
WANTED BIG EAST TIXX / also Final
4. Top dollar paid. All games, any location, etc. At Madison Square. Call 1-800753-2871. 10 to 6 pm. Ask for Steve.

TUTORING IN STATISTICS (703)5781354. Sessions: Arlington/Falls Church
only.
ADOPTION: Happily married couple
wants to provide loving home to healthy
white infant. Husband is an attorney; wife

WANTED
SUMMER HOUSING
We are interested in summer sublets (apartment or house) for our

1991 Summer Associate Program.
Metropolitan Area;
Convenient to Metro or Busline;

May through August preferred.

EDUCATIONAL

American Express
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Please cali 879-5124 (Daytime)
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Announces A Great New
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Travel Program.
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Now students can get the Card
and get 3 roundtrips on Continental
Airlines, for only $129 or $189 each.
There's only one way to cover a lot of territory without spending
a lot of money. And that’s by getting the American Express® Card.
It's the only card that offers an exciting new travel program
exclusively for students—including three roundtrip certificates on

A

7 days/6 nights and must include a Saturday night.

In addition to this great travel program, you'll also enjoy all
the benefits of Cardmembership as well as other exclusive student
privileges. They include a quarterly magazine filled with informative articles on summer jobs, careers, campus life. Plus valuable
discounts from leading retailers.
But remember, theres only one way to get all this—and that’s
by getting the American Express Card. Just call us (have your bank

LSAT: GRE: GMAT
tests and our programs, Call

with our special student offer, it’s easier to get the
Card now while you're still in school than it may
ever be again.

Just look at the map and pick the place youd like
to visit. If it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you

can use a certificate to fly for only $129 roundtrip. Or,

you can cross the Mississippi for $189 roundtrip.

So get the Card. And get ready to cover new

You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the

us at:

H

territory on either side of our Great Continental Divide.
Membership Has Its Privileges®

(202) 659-1500

CALL 1-800-942-AMEX

825 2131 Street, NW

Washington, DC 20006
(next to Tower Records)

:

address and account number on hand). What's more,

Continental Airlines.

Ask about our free diagnostic

mi

48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime—because
there are no blackout dates. But you must make your reservations
within 14 days of the day you leave. And the maximum stay is

An American Express company

If you're already a Cardmembey;

there's no need to call. Information

about your certificates will be arriving soon.

i
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CONTINENT
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Complete terms and conditions of this travel offer will arrive with your certificates. Continental Airlines alone is responsible for fulfillment of this offer. American Express assumes no liability for Continental Airlines’ performance. © 1991 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.

Tuesday,

March

12, 1991

THE ROAD TO THE FINAL FOUR
1 North Caroli

]

:

:

National Championship

Semifinals

Regionals

AARC

Semifinals

1 UNLV

Regionals

16 Montana

:

16 Northeastern

Tucson
Sunday

Syracuse, N.Y.
Sunday

8 Princeton

8 GEORGETOWN

9 Villanova

9 Vanderbilt

5 Mississippi St.

5 Michigan St.

|

12 Wisc.-Green Bay

12 Eastern Mich.
Tucson

Syracuse, N.Y.

4 Utah

Sunday

Sunday

4 UCLA

13 So. Alabama

13 Penn St.
EAST

6 N.C. State
S——————

The Kingdome
Seattle
March 21 and 23

Meadowlands Arena
East Rutherford, N.J.
March 22 and 24

6 New Mexico St.
Te

WEST

11 Creighton

11 So. Miss.
Salt Lake City
Saturday

College Park
Saturday

3 Oklahoma St.

3 Seton Hall

14 New Mexico

14 Pepperdine

7 Purdue

7 Virginia
10 BYU

|

10 Temple

Hoosier Dome
Indianapolis

Saturday

2 Syracuse
15 Richmond

;

Salt Lake City

College Park

Te

.

emirianis

—————————]

April 1

Indianapolis

i
.

:

|

1 Ohio St.
16 Towson St.

16 Georgia St.

Dayton, Ohio

Atlanta

8 Ga. Tech.

Sunday

Sunday

8 Arizona St.
9 Rutgers

9 DcPaul

5 Wake Forest

5 Texas

|

12 St. Peters

12 Louisiana Tcch

|

Dayton, Ohio

"Atlanta
Sunday

4 Alabama

|

Tra

-

arch 30

March 30

1 Arkansas

2 Arizom
15 St. Francis

Saturday
Semifianls

|

4 St. John’s

Sunday

|

13 No. Illinois

13 Murray St.
SOUTH

6 Pitt.

EAST

Charlotte Coliscum

Pontiac Silverdome

Charlotte, N.C.

Pontiac, Michigan

March 21 and 23

M | DWEST

March 22 and 24

§

LSU

g

11 Connecticut

11 Georgia
Louisville

Minneapolis

Saturday

Saturday

3 Kansas

:

|

:

3 Nebraska
|

| 14 Xavier

14 New Orleans

7. Towa

7 Florida St.

toot

=

10 Southern Cal.

Saturday

2 Indiana

2 Duke

Saturday

He

15 Northeastern La.

;

15 Costal Carolina

|

mes,

es.

1381 MaAA MEN'S BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT

sy

|

10. E. Tenn. St.
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Summer 1991

Shakespeare:
Text and Performance

In the 1950s a war
was being fought in the U.S.

A committee of Congress
_ sought to control
the creative community
‘through fear and censorship.

§
§

Anyone who disagreed
(HI RT Te]
became...

T SPICIO

i
M

ag

:

All it took was a whisper:

:

WARNER BROS. presets
x ARNON MILCHAN producin a4 IRWIN WINKLER py ROBERT DE NIRO
“GUILTY BY SUSPICION" ANNETTE BENING - GEORGE WENDT- PATRICIA WETTIG uo SM VANAMAKER
ts ALAN C BLOMUIST 2 AMES NEWTON HOWARD es STEVEN REUTHER 2 ARNON MILCHAN
PARENTS STRONGLY CAUTIONED <>

For more information contact:

Some Material May Be Inappropriate for Children Under 13 | 5

The School for Summer and Continuing Education|

OPENS

306 ICC, 687-5942

ss IRVIN WINKLER [(EEmrms] oops:

IN SELECTED THEATRES.

A

:

he

;

WARNER BROS,
vet

5
ga
Hoth
C

TIME WARNER COMPANY

+1991 Warmer Boos. Inc. All Rights
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SPORTS

Big East Teams Dominate NCAA
Seven of Nine Big East Squads Go to Tourney; BC and Providence Stay Home
By Mike Dugan
HOYA Staff Writer
With convincing victories in the first
two games of the Big East Tournament,
the Hoyas’ scason will once again extcnd at least to the Ides of March.
Including Georgetown, the Big East will
send seven teams on the road to the final
four, more teams then any other conference in this year’s tournament.
With only Boston College and
Providence not faring well enough in the
cycs of the NCAA selection committee,
March Madness will be generated by
Big East teams in all four of the regional
divisions.
The Syracuse Orangemen (26-5),
though having suffered a first-round
tourney loss to upstart Villanova, will be
the highest-ranked Big East team, taking
second seed in the East regional. The
sccding comes largely as a result of an
almost flawless year which saw the
Orangemen on top of the Big East for
most of the regular season. Thought to
be a potential No.1 seed going into the
Big East tournament, their loss to the
Wildcats coupled with North Carolina’s
thrashing of Duke allowed the Tarheels
to capture the top spot.
Coach Jim Bocheim’s first concern
will be motivating the Orangemen
against the Spiders of Richmond. Richmond, 21-9 this season, will have their

hands full with All-American Billy
Owens and friends.
With a probable first round win, the
Orangemen will face a tough second
round test, facing either Purdue or
Temple. Purdue has come into the tournament peaking, having defeated No. 2
Ohio State in their final home contest.
Temple, with senior guard Mark Macon
and Coach John Chaney, always has
surprises in store come tournament time.

Seton Hall is the hottest Big East team
coming to the Big Dance. With several
young players, they are thought to be a
year away from really contending in the
NCAA’s again, but Coach P.J. Carlesimo has his 22-8 Pirates in a good
position to make it into at least the Sweet
Sixteen of the tournament. Having won
nine of their last 10 games, the Hall was
named the third seed in the West

tournament.

committee.
Their first round opponent will be Pepperdine, ranked 14th in the region with
a 22-8 record.
The play of seniors Anthony Avent,
Big East MVP Oliver Taylor and
sophomore Terry Dehere should help
the Pirates advance to the second round
and a matchup with perennial invitee
Creighton or sixth seed New Mexico
State, who stayed on the court with
UNLYV this year.
Seton Hall will have to weave some of
their past week’s Big East magic, however, to advance
to potential
confrontations with Arizona and
UNLV.
St. John’s, though ranked high all year,
caught a break with the fourth seed in the
Midwest regional. The 20-8 Redmen are
not exactly going into the tournament
with guns blazing. A disappointing
stretch run in the regular season and a
first round exit on their home court in the
Big East tournament has had Coach Lou
Carnesecca and his talented team
wondering what it will take to bring back
their early-season winning ways.
All-Big East forward Malik Scaly will
be the go-to man for the Redmen as they
take on 13th'sced Northern Illinois (255). St. John’s backcourt strength, a
question mark all year with the graduation of Boo Harvey, will be a factor in
how long the Redmen will stay in the

center Bobby Martin, guard Jason Matthews and guard Sean Miller have been

regional by the tournament selection

Seeded sixth in the Southeast regional,
the Pittsburgh Panthers are themselves a
question mark. Pitt, at 20-11, has had the
type of up-and-down year that Hoya fans
can relate to. The Panthers seemed out

Carlesimo Lauds
Georgetown

of synch many times this scason, despite
the experience of a veteran team, which

By Kelli Raftery

includes three seniors and a junior in its
starting five.
The talents of forward Brian Shorter,

well documented, but even the result of

Special to The HOYA

One day after winning the Big East
Championship,

Head

Coach

P.J.

Carlesimo and the Seton Hall Pirates
headed to Provo, Utah, to face Pep-

the first round game against 11th seed
perdine University on Thursday in
the first round of the NCAA TournaGeorgia (17-12) will depend upon
which Panther team shows up.
ment.
“I like the fact that we are the
Coach Rollie Massimino always saves »
number three seed,” said Carlesimo,
his Wildcats for the most important
games. With impressive come-from-be“but I don’t like the fact that we have
to play on Thursday, because we’ll
hind wins against Boston College and
be tired. And to get sent to the other
Syracuse this weekend, 16-14 Villanova
end of the country makes it a little
vaulted into the East regional as a ninth
more difficult.”
seed. The Cats will need the sharpshootArizona, UNLV, and Georgetown
ing prowess of guards Greg Woodard
are among other West regional seeds,
and Chris Walker to knock off eighthwhich Carlesimo admits will be
seed Princeton in the first round.
tough.
Princeton has played very tough this
“Georgetown has a great chance, I
year, including a virtual dismantling of
don’t think that there is any question
Loyola Marymount’s nation-lcading ofhow Dikembe (Mutombo) and Alonfense, 76-48 Sunday. Just as in the Big
zo (Mourning) will handle the presEast Tournament, Villanova will have a
sure,” said Carlesimo. “The young
herculean task before them.
guys have to step up as they have . .
Connecticut rounds out the repre. all year.”
sentatives from the Big East, entering as
Carlesimo said he believed that
an 11th seed in the Midwest regional.
Georgetown’s tenacious defense, led
The 18-10 Huskies, though disapby Mourning and Mutombo, will be
pointed with its loss to the Hoyas this
the key for the team in tournament
weekend, will be looking to junior guard
play. He said he does not feel locaChris Smith to pick up on the leadership
tion will affect the Hoyas’ game.
that Tate George provided in last year’s
“Georgetown has got a chance
tourncy. UConn will have a towering
anytime they play anywhere,” said
wall to climb: Shaquille O’Neal and the
Carlesimo.
20-9 LSU Tigers. Coach Jim Calhoun
should not expect a ticket to Indianapolis this year.

Jit Mangan/THE HOYA

Robert Churchwell injured his leg in Saturday’s game against Providence.

SPORTSBRIEFS

Track

Men Take Second in NCAA Meet;
Women

Earn All-American Honors
Peter Sherry joined Trautmann in the

By Michael Whamond

5,000 meters, and Steven Holman

HOYA Staff Writer

The Georgetown men’s track and ficld

tcam solidified its place among the
premier track teams in the nation this
weekend. Guided by Division I Track
Coach of the Year Frank Gagliano, the

Hoyas came in second at the NCAA
Track and Field Championships in Indianapolis.
“Everyone reached down deep, and
came up with personal bests,” Gagliano
said. “A coach can not possibly ask for
anymore from his athletes.”
Six members of the men’s team
traveled to the Hoosier Dome to compete, earning an unprecedented eight
All-Amcrican titles while breaking two
school and one American record.
The women’s team also had its finest
NCAA appcarance cver with six runners
earning All-American honors. The team
previously never had more than four
All-American athletes at an indoor
championship and was without an AllAmerican in a non-relay event since
1984.
John Trautmann led the men with
three stellar performances, though the
coaching staff decided he would run the
1,600 meters and the 5,000 meters.

Its decision paid off, as Trautmann
gutted out a school record in the 5,000
meters in 13:39 and a personal best
3:58.6 in the mile run. His performances
earned him his third and fourth AllAmerican titles.

John Trautmann set a school record in the 5,000 meters in 13:39.

ran

with Trautmann in the mile. Sherry ran
his fastest 5,000 ever, placing fourth

split was a scorching 1:47.8.
“Last year I was behind, and tried to
make up the distance too quickly, and I
struggled,” Frey said. “It is a four lap

with a time of 13:48. Holman clocked
his fastest time in the mile, finishing
sixth in 4:01.1. Both were named AllAmerican.

race, and I knew that I did not have to

“John and I did not have any set
strategy towards the race,” Sherry said,
“asidc from scoring as many points [or
the tcam as we could.”

women. German set a personal record
for the second time in two weeks with a
new school record of 16:20 and was
named a first-time All-American. Christi Constantin, the only sophomore in the

kill myself in the first 200 meters.”
Mary German

concluded

Going

into the last event, the 3,200

relay, the men’s team was in third place
behind Arkansas and Iowa State. In
order

to come

in second

overall,

5,000

meters,

meters

finished

to pace the

in ninth

the

relay tcam had to finish first. The quartet
(Holman, Michael Jasper, Rich Kenah,
and Ethan Frey) was in good shape,
having never lost a relay.
The Hoyas continued their undefeated
streak, winning in an Amecrican-rccord
time of 7:19.86. Though the team was

Freshman Genie McDonnell finished
ninth in the 3,000 meters in 9:23, adding
an All-American title to her growing list
of accomplishments. McDonnell had

named All-American, the win was by no
means a concession, as Arkansas’

The women’s 3,200-relay team exemplified the status of the entire

qualifying time was the fastest in the
nation.
:
Holman’s lead-off leg for the Hoyas
was his fourth race of the weekend. “I

women’s

was a little tired,” Holman said, “but I

Schneider, sophomore Aronda Watson,
junior Kari Bertrand and scnior Dicrdre

was really charged up.”
Frey, the team’s anchor, was 10 meters
out of first at the start of his leg, but ran

also won

the ECAC

3,000 mclers

versus Howard looked to be more of the
same. In the top of the first, the Bison
jumped on top early. Donnell Brown
walked,

and

then

scored

on

Keith

Hammond’s double to right-center. The
next batter, Trini House, singled to right
sending Hammond to third. House stole
second, and scored on Lee Jones’ two-

HOYA

Staff Writer

last

weekend.

the Hoyas came closer but still fell short,
5-1. Mark Roman started the Crusader

scoring, leading off the second inning
with a double to the left field gap off
pitcher Todd Boyan. Roman advanced
to third on a ficlder’s choice, and then

scored on Matt Morgan’s sacrifice to
left. In the third the Cross extended their
lead to 2-0 when Tom Miller came up

with

an RBI

double

to score Jerry

Tabler, who reached on a double of his

own.
Morgan picked up two more RBIs in

the fourth inning with a two-run homer
that scored Roman, making the score
4-0,

Crusaders.

Jerome

Fuller

com-

pleted the Holy Cross scoring in the
sixth when he doubled and reached
home on a wild pitch. The Hoyas scored
their sole run in the eighth when Dave
Casares scampered home on an error by
the right fielder. Jim Liebler picked up
the win for Holy Cross, while Boyan
took the loss. The first game of the twin bill Sunday

run double, giving Howard a 3-0 lead.
Jones reached third on a 3-4 fielder’s
choice, and then scored on Michacl
Wozniak’s sacrifice fly to center field.
The Hoyas scored in the second when
Chris Winburn hit a two-out single to
left and advanced to second on a wild
pitch. Junior Ken Vinci scored Winburn
with a single, but the Hoyas still trailed
4-1. The Bison struck again in the third
when House hit a two-run homer scoring
Hammond, bringing Howard’s lead to
6-1.
But the Hoyas battled back. Rick Fiscina led off the Hoya half of the third
with a single. When John Halladay was
hit by a pitch, the Hoyas had two men on
and none out. Casares hit a single up the

team, with a combination

of

experienced upperclassmen and
talented underclassmen. The AllAmerican squad of freshman Mindy
Fleming finished sixth, led
Bertrand’s blazing 2:08 anchor leg.

by

“The overall performance by the
women is very encouraging for our

first on the final turn. Frey’s 800 meter

team’s future,” Bertrand said.

middle, and the bases were loaded. Wozniak hit the next batter, Alfredo D’Onofrio, scoring Fiscina. Tom Walter
then walked, scoring Halladay. An error
by Wozniak sent Casares home, and D’-

Onofrio to third. Suddenly, with the
score 6-4, the Hoyas were right back in
it. D’Onofrio came home on Winburn’s
sacrifice. The Hoyas took the 7-6 lcad

Bison half of the seventh, Jones walked

Figmic picked up the loss for the Hoyas.
It was a different story in the second
game. The Hoyas ended their weekend
home stand with a victory, beating
Howard 11-5. Early on, it was the Bison
who took command. Pete Patrissi
opened the game for the Hoyas by striking out Hammond, but Howard took the
lead when House came around from
second to score on an RBI by Erik Jones.
The Hoyas answered right back in the
bottom half of the first. Jason Racckers
singled, and went to third on a double by

Martinez. Raeckers scored on a groundout by D’Onofrio. A Walter sacrifice to
right sent Martinez home and gave the
Hoyas the 2-1 advantage.
The Hoyas scored five runs in their
half of the sixth to put the game out of
reach.
:

freshmen,

3

act as manager for the team, and
will not appear on the player’s

roster, according to Tabatznik.
“We have a good foundation,
and we arc rcady to develop a
competitive
team,”
said
Tabatznik. “We will sce quick im-

provement.”
The team, which for years has
been struggling for official recognition, will play its first varsity
game against Marymout April 5
on Kehoe field.
Freshmen:

Heidi Buntz, Katy

Button,

Maureen

Kathryn

Cholko,

Cashman,

Christine De-

Benedictis, Ann Friedrich,
Aimee Gillison, Leslie Jennings,
Beth Schroth, Hope Shaw

Sophomores:

Erin Kelly, Kai

Rebane, Beth Stemmler
Juniors: Jennifer Colello, Raffaella Cristanetti, Erin Kearney,
Lisa Moran, Lauren James, Claire
Owens,
Seniors:
Lisa Guerra, Ariana
Seldman

|

UNLV Or Not UNLV ?
There Is No Question

and advanced to third on an error. Kevin
Crawford got the game winning RBI
when he scored Jones with a single to
center, making the final'score 9-8. John

10

The Team:

an intelligent, patient race, allowing the
leaders to set the pace before taking over

when Fiscina singled home Vinci.
Howard went back on top in the fifth
when Jones tripled, scoring House.
Wozniak scored Jones with an RBI
single that put the Bison back on top 8-7.
In the sixth inning, Fiscina ticd the game
for the Hoyas at 8, when he came home
from third on a ficlder’s choice. In the

includes

sophomores, 6 juniors and 2
seniors. Ruth Igoe (CAS ’93) will

GENE WANG

Hoyas Start Dismally;
Drop Record To 1-5
The Hoyas Saturday opened a four
game home stand at the University of
Maryland’s Shipley Field and went 1-3
against the Holy Cross Crusaders and
the Howard Bison in two double
headers.
Having lost their first two games of the
season, the Hoyas needed to gain some
victories before embarking on a threegame road trip. In the first game, the
Hoyas wound up on the wrong side of
the blow-out, losing 11-2. The
Crusaders were able to take advantage
of an eight-run fourth inning to take
command of the game. Gerry Lambert
finished off the fourth inning fireworks
with a two-out RBI triple that scored
Mike Neary. David Leonard went the
distance for the Crusaders and improved
his record to 1-0, while Charlie Morgan
dropped to 0-1 for Georgetown, despite
8 strikeouts.
In the second part of the doubleheader,

place,

eight seconds behind German.

Baseball

By Bill Harvey

which

her outstand-

ing indoor seasen with an eighth-place
finish in the 5,000

Twenty-one soccer players became part of Georgetown history
Friday as they became members
of the first ever women’s varsity
soccer team. The selection comes
after the Athletic Advisory Board
approved on Feb. 14 a proposal
from the athletic department to
establish an experimental
women’s soccer program.
After several try-outs attended
by more than 30 women, Coach
Kcith Tabatznik and Assistant
Coach Jim Escobar posted the list;

WANG, from p. 14
sas. The familiar chant “Hook em
Horns” will give way to “Tumblin’
Texas” when the Longhorns meet
St. John’s in the round of 16.
Those dastardly Duke Blue Devils
provide Ohio State with its only
challenge in the Midwest, and might
very well buck the Buckeyes right
out of the tournament. Blue Devils
Coach Mike Krezyzewski might
well be the class of the tournament’s
coaching elite, a la four trips to the
last round of the Big Dance in five

years.
Ivy League champion Princeton
and Villanova square off in what
seems the gem of the first round in
the East. Similar styles, stellar
coaches. But make no mistake,
North Carolina, after its monumen-

tal defeat of Duke in the ACC Tournament final, has all the momentum

it needs to advance to Indianapolis.
So leftover is the Southeast, with
Arkansas, Indiana, Alabama and

Kansas as the top seeds. The Razorbacks have harnessed a late-scason
spurt — the most recent a shellacking of Texas in the SWC Tournament — and should at most be

offered only brief resistance in their
quest to the Final Four.
For the record, the only substantial

benchmark in this roulette spin for
second place is how quickly opponents will cash in their chips. No
one will come closer than 10 points to
Nevada-Las Vegas.

And you can bet on it.

HOYA
GEORGETOWN

UNIVERSITY.

WASHINGTON.

D.C.

Men’s Basketball

Seton Hall D ominates

Big Eas t Tournament
Taylor Gains MVP as Pirates Rip
Georgetown to Win Championship

bid

behind

them,

the

Geor-

Final, but came up short 74-62, suffering

their first-ever defeat in the conference
final, before 19,081 at Madison Square

John Toolan/ The [IOYA

Tournament MVP Oliver Taylor (No. 20) and forward Anthony Avent (right) celebrate Seton Hall’s victory over Georgetown in the Big East Final...

Garden.
The Hoyas trailed by just five, 44-39,
with 11:55 remaining, but a technical
foul called on Georgetown Coach John
Thompson gave the Pirates the chance
to put the game out of rcach, and the
inexperienced Hoyas could not recover.
Georgetown was unable to make a
serious run in the game’s final 10
minutes and ended up losing by a 12point margin.
It was the Pirates’ first appearance in
the Big East Tournament Final, and their
victory improved their seeding in the
NCAA tournament while upping their
record to 22-8. The Hoyas fell to 18-12,
ending their two-game winning streak.
“They played us really tough inside,”
Georgetown senior Dikembe Mutombo
said. “They are an excellent basketball
team.”
Mutombo managed only eight points
and seven rebounds while being
hounded by Seton Hall center Anthony
Avent. The 6-foot-10 Avent committed
four fouls, but he was able to keep the
Georgetown interior game in check,
while totalling 15 points and three
rebounds.
Seton Hall guard Terry Dehere opened
the game’s scoring at 18:40 in the first
half with a three-pointer, but the Hoyas
got on the board just seconds later on a
Jocy Brown driving layup.
The Pirates jumped out in front early
23-12, led by Avent’s 10 first-half

MVP

honors,

and

First Team

all-Big

East guard Dehere were just 3-10 in the
first half, allowing Georgetown to
remain close. “They played excellent
defense on the perimeter,” Seton Hall
Coach P.J. Carlésimo said. “They made
it really difficult for us.”
Triggered by their defensive prowess,
the Hoyas made a 12-4 run late in the
half, cutting the margin to one. Alonzo

Mourning led the way with a thundering
two-handed dunk, followed by a six-foot
jump hook. Mourning also connected on
four free throws in the final minutes of
the first half and fed his front-courtmate,

Mutombo, for a layup.
:
“I’m just trying to contribute in any
way that I can,” Mourning said, after
finishing with 22 points and 13 boards.
The Hoyas trailed 31-30 at the end of

ari Fa

nament

getown Hoyas used their renewed
confidence to battle the red-hot Seton
Hall Pirates in the Big East Tournament

the first half and took their only lead of

the game when Mourning drilled an 18footer to open the sccond half scoring.
But the Pirates scored the next six
points, and a Dehere three-pointer made
it a six-point Pirate advantage.
The Hoyas closed the lead to three
when Lamont Morgan fed Mourning for
a 16-foot jumpshot. The lead fluctuated
between four and seven over the next
five minutes until a Arturas Karnishovas
layup inflated the Seton Hall advantage
to nine with 5:07 left to play.
“They didn’t allow us to get back into
it,” Thompson said.
The Pirates finished 34-41 from the
charity stripe, including 21 of 26 in the
final 20 minutes. Dehere and reserve
guard Bryan Carver handled the ball
down the stretch and combined to nail
16 of their 19 free throw attempts.

A

March 10 — With the

r

YORK,

~~

NEW

pressure of solidifying an NCAA Tour-

points. Oliver Taylor, a Seton Hall hero
after hitting buzzer-beaters against Villanova and Pittsburgh in the Pirate’s first
two tournament games, was smothered
by Georgetown’s tenacious perimeter
defense. Taylor, who gained tournament

i

By Jason Levien
HOYA Staff Writer

ry

GU Downs Connecticut, Providence;
Heads to Tucson as No. 8 West Seed
getown Hoyas showed up at New York’s

Madison Square Garden last weekend
with a new look. It wasn’t just the new
uniforms

the

team

was

wearing,

but

something more. The Hoyas played like
adifferent team than the one that had lost
to two straight Big East opponents and
five of the last six regular season
matches.
The rejuvenated Hoyas coasted to two
easy wins, defeating Connecticut 68-49
Friday night and then dropping
Providence 71-55 in the semi-finals
Saturday aftcrnoon. Although Georgetown would eventually lose to Seton
Hall in the finals, the Hoyas played some
of their best basketball of the season and
ensured their 13th straight trip to the
NCAA Tournament.
“I call that our ‘on the bubble’
defense,” Coach John Thompson

said,

referring to speculation that the Hoyas
were not going to gain an NCAA berth.
A swarming defense and heads-up

Friars to 32.1 percent and 28.4 percent
field-goal shooting, respectively, while
Mutombo grabbed a combined 37
rebounds in two games, including 27
against UConn, for a new Big East
record. Junior forward Alonzo Mourning

also

had

a spectacular

weckend,

quieting his critics with a 19-point, sixrebound performance against Connecticut and a 17-point, eight-rebound
outing against the Friars on 75 percent
field-goal shooting.
“They played us really tough, but we
just did not do the things we needed to
do to keep it close,” UConn Coach Jim
Calhoun said.
In perhaps their best clfort of the
season, the Hoyas, after playing toe-totoe with Providence for most of the
game,

finally overwhelmed

the Friars

with a late surge en route to a 16-point
victory. The Georgetown defense
harassed the conference’s leading
scorer, Eric Murdock,

to a subpar

17

points on 6-20 field goal shooting, while

“Anyone

who

does

not

think

with a 7-1 spurt, and the team went to

the locker room with a 33-26 lead.
But the Friars would not give up casily. Providence tied the game once again,
37-37, after two free throws by Murdock
with 15 minutes left in the game and then
took the Icad, 48-46, at the 9:07 mark olf
a Murdock jumper. But the Hoyas
regrouped both defensively

and offen-

sively, holding the Friars to a mere seven
points in the final nine minutes, while
seemingly scoring at will to give themselves a commanding 64-50 lead with a
little over two-and-a-half minutes left.
The Hoyas then rattled off seven more
points in the final minutes to cnsurc the
blowout victory.

The Big Money Is on UNLV

resembles a “Who’s No One” in col-

lege basketball, Georgetown included. Sorry folks. And Montana as

the No. 16 seed against those
roguish Rebels? C’mon. Big Sky
Brutes? Big deal.

No. 5 Michigan St. is scheduled to
play Wisconsin-Green Bay (Hey,
didn’t Green Bay win the first two
Supcr Bowls? Whoops. That’s
another sport altogether). Steve
Smith, one of the most talented

guards in the country, is smiling.
The selection committee gods
blessed the Spartans even though
they’ve seemingly tumbled into basketball obscurity swiftly.
And then there’s Utah. Even with
NCAA Coach of the Year Rick
Majeres, Utah can’t continue doing
its thing with mirrors. South
Alabama should squelch these
fourth-ranked paper tigers.
The No. 8 Hoyas draw No. 9
Vanderbilt, by far an unattractive
pairing. Georgetown does not need a
draining emotional game before the
impending Armageddon against
UNLYV in the second round.
In the broad spectrum of college
basketball, however, the Hoyas have

nothing to loose and a world to gain.

the

Hoyas are one of the top teams in the
country'is crazy,” Friar Coach Rick Barnes said.
The Friars took a 26-25 lead with less
than [our minutes left in the first hall.
The Hoyas, however, would end the half

GENE WANG

It’s time to dispense with the traditional NCAA Tournament formalities and award Nevada-Las
Vegas the prize. NOW. The most
equitable blueprint would sketch the
Running Rebels as national champions, with the rest of the outmatched field in a toss-up for
second.
Mildly amusing as it is speculating what collegiate team might challenge those purveyors of basketball
blitzkrieg, fantasies of this sort only
play out in the movies. There are no
Hoosiers here (Bobby Knight’s
team doesn’t count because no
movie coach would ever zing a chair
across midcourt during an
opponent’s foul shot).
UNLV’s West bracket in Tuscon

[Co
7, I

tories. Georgetown held the Huskies and

NEW YORK, March 9 — The Geor-

the Hoyas shot a 51.9 percent {rom the
floor, only the fourth time this season the
Hoyas have hit over 50 percent of their
shots.

NN

HOYA Staff Writer
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rebounding by 7-foot-2 scnior center
Dikembe Mutombo keyed the Hoya vic-

By Andrew Kim

If the Hoyas pull off the upset,
there’s virtually clear sailing to the
round of eight, if not the Final Four.
In Salt Lake City, where the

remaining eight teams from the
West will play Thursday and Saturday, Seton Hall looks like the best
bet, with Big East Tournament MVP
Oliver Taylor and First-Team AllTournament forward Anthony Avent
peaking. The only other contender
in this forsaken lot is Arizona,

though the Wildcats have been
living a lie — or at least one hell of
an untruth—for the better part of
this season. They’re easily the most
overrated team of this tournament.
Moving to the Midwest, there’s
nary a doubt that No. 1 seeded Ohio
State will march to the Final Four.
Louisiana State without a 100 percent healthy Shaquille O’Neal is no
better than average. Texas is still
reeling from its great fall to ArkanSee WANG, p. 13

;
John Toolan/ The HOYA

... while the Hoyas can only stand around and wait for another shot in the NCAA Tournament this weekend in Arizona.

Hoyas Prepare for Vanderbilt, UNLV
By Gene Wang
HOYA Staff Writer

The

Georgetown

Hoyas

never

thought they’d have it this bad.
If drawing the No. 8 seed in the
NCAA Tournament’s west region
against No. 9 Vanderbilt wasn’t burdensome enough, the Hoyas likely opponent in the second round in Tucson
would be undaunted and undefeated
Nevada-Las Vegas. The Running
Rebels drew lowly Montana as the No.
16 seed in the West.
“People are continuously talking
about UNLV,” Georgetown forward
Alonzo Mourning said. “You can’t
help but think about them. You have to
go out there and treat them like any
other team. They dribble like any other
team. They shoot the ball like any other
team. I don’t view them as any different than any other game. But our
main focus is Vanderbilt. We have to
beat them before we play UNLV.”
Vanderbilt is a team that lives by its
perimeter game as it perishes by it.
Vanderbilt averages 8-for-19 three-

point shooting and doesn’t start a
player over 6-foot-7, though 6-foot-10
junior Todd Milholland started 15
games. Former North Carolina assistant Eddie Folger coaches the Commodores.

“I don’t think we really need to talk
about how we’re going to handle
[UNLV],” Mutombo said. “You can’t
listen to your cousin or your uncle telling you what to do. You really have to
focus.”
If the Hoyas

“I never

heard

about the school,”

Hoyas center Dikembe Mutombo said.
“I only knew it was in Tennessee. It’s
like last year I didn’t know about
Xavier.”
:
Whereas they know little of their
first-round opponents, the Hoyas have
had at least brief glimpses of the Running Rebels from national exposure involving recruiting allegations on the
part of Coach Jerry Tarkanian, if not
from weekly television appcarances.
Hoyas Coach John Thompson, however, seems none too apprehensive
about his team’s chances should it advance against Vanderbilt.
“If Vegas played a seven-game series
they’d have a good chance,”
Thompson said. “But in one game it is
unfair . . . to say [the Running Rebels
are] invincible.”

stand

any

chance

of

beating UNLV, they must have
workmanlike efforts from their freshmen, especially point guard Joey
Brown, who will make the important
decisions come Sunday. Thompson
said Brown has had more pressure
thrust upon him than any other point
guard he’s coached.
“There’s a tremendous amount of
pressure on Joey,” Thompson said. “I
don’t think we’ve had any point guard
that’s had as much responsibility as
Joey.”
“I thought we could meet UNLV in
the Final Four, but [the NCAA] put us
in the same [bracket],” Mutombo said.
“[UNLYV] is really physical, and they
can run. If it happens it’s going to be a
good matchup. We’ll have to sce what
happens.”

